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Mubarak Swears In Cabinet

AWACS Manes Patrol Egypt
CAIRO, Egypt IAPl- —
Americals sophisticated
AWACS radar planes patrolled
Egyptian . airspace today as
President Hosni Mubarak
swore in his Cabinet and
ordered the death penalty for
anyone using unlicensed
weapons.
Gen. Ahmed Nasser, commander of the Cairo West
military base, told reporters
the Airborne Warning and Control Systems planes entered
Egyptian airpsace at noon — 6
a.m. EDT — and began
patrolling.
The United States sent the
two AWACS jets to Egypt to
demonstrate confidence in
Mubarak, who replUted
assassinated President Anwar

moment.
Sadat. Nasser did not specify
Abu Ghazala' said dispatwhere the jets were patrolling:
The state information direc- ching the AWACS was not
related to Saudi Arabia.
tor, Mohammed Hakki, said
the decision to send the Air- Because of Israeli opposition.
borne Warning and Control the Reagan administration is
System planes to Egypt was getting stiff opposition in trying
made in Washington under an to sell AWACS to the &midis.
Former Israeli Defense
agreement between the two
Minister Ezer Weizman, who
countries.
Defense Minister Abdel met briefly with Mubarak toHalim Abu Ghazala, told day, said he did not think the
reporters: "It's an igreement Israelis would complain about
that two AWACS be stationed AWACS planet in Egypt
here to watch over the because Egypt was "a peaceful
northern, western and southern nation."
An authoritative source in
borders."
Abu Ghazala also said Egypt Washington said the AWACS
had advisers in neighboring jets would remain indefinitely
Sudan training the Sudanese. to help protect Egypt and
Sudan's president, Gaafar Sudan against Libya.
After Seders death pct.6 the
Nimeiri, has said he expects an
attack from Libya at any. Reagan administration promis-

ed to' speed up shipments of
U.S. military equipment to
Egypt and Sudan But Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger
said Wednesday it was impossible to increase arms shipments
to both nations at the same
time.
Since taking the oath of office
before Parliament on Wednesday. Mubarak has named
himself prime minister and extended the death penalty to
anyone using unliceased
weapons to break the peace.
All the 31 Cabinet officials
sworn in today also served.
under Sadat.
Mubarak. Sadat's handpicked heir, was given a landslide
endorsement Tuesday in a
referendum in which he was
the only candidate.

Reagan Blasts Propaganda Effort
--PHILADELPHIA -( AP 1' —
President Reagan today said a
"propaganda campaign" has
been launched "that would
have the world believe the
capitalist U.S. is the cause of
world hunger and poverty."
But he rejected that idea and
said the best way for poor countries to -achieve prosperity is
through free nations boosting
their private investment and
international trade.
Reagan, in a speech setting
the stage for next week's international conference in Cancun,
Mexico, said the United States
has done its part when it comet
to foreign aid.

"Far from lagging behind doing its sharem -aiding poor
and refusing to do our part, the nations.
Robert S. McNamara, the
United States is leading the
former
president of the World
way in helping to better the
lives of citizens' in developing Bank, has frequently complained-that the United States was
countries," hesaid.
"Free people build free giving less in aid in proportion
markets that ignite dynamic to its wealth than any of the
development for everyone," major industrial democracies
Reagan said, citing the United and that the level of aid has
continued to decline.
as an example.
States
PEACOCK PATROL — Petie walks the beat of his territory
However, world leaders
Reagan
also
said
the
United
on the farm of Otho Bazzell in south Calloway County. Acdeveloping
States
helps
nations.
cording to Bazzell, Petie wandered up at his home five or six
by providing open and growing
years ago and has been there since except for one year. A fox
U.S.
markets for their prochased Petie forcing him to take refuge at a neighbor's home,
ducts. Americans buy about
but Petie evidently gathered up his courage and returned to the
one-half of all manufactured
Bazzell's. Roosting with the hens,Petie earns his keep by soungoods exported by non-OPEC
ding off with a loud cluck when strangers approach.
developing countries, Reagan
said, and U.S. trade barriers
are maw -the lOweSt in the
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
world.
A government lawyer says a
He added that "no matter
Tennessee congressman was
where you look today, you will
premature when he said a
see that development depends
federal watchdog agency
BENTON, Ky.(AP) — The School gymnasium for a weekOn three occasions, the on economic freedom."
believes the Tennessee Valley
Marshall County School Board long crusade in April of next _ school board has denied use of
In his prepared speech,
Authority's new bonus plan is
is caught in the middle by its year, O'Neal said. As many as the gymnasium to the associa- Reagan told the World Affairs
illegal.
controversial decision to deny 5,000 people are expected to tion, even after the group Council of Philadelphia: "To
Don Guritz, a General Acthe use of a school gymnasium attend.
changed the date of the crusade listen to some shrill voices, counting Office attorney infor a religious rally, a school ofO'Neal has argued that the to have it fall during a school you'd think our policies were as
vestigating the matter, called
ficial said.
stingy as your Philadelphia
crusade should not be barred vacation period.
comments
Wednesday by Rep.
Superintendent Reed Conder from using the school facility
O'Neal said that was done Eagles defense."
Robin Beard "a bit overblown"
said board policy prohibits the because TIis nonIt
was
not
clear
what
specific
because of an apparent concern
after hearing that Beard stated
use of school facilities by
denominational. The on the part of the board about criticism of U.S. foreign aid
the GAO had determined the
"specific denominations or
was
policies
Reagan
referring
ministerial association, he the crusade disrupting school
bonus plan violated the TVA
political parties."
to. •
said, represents more than 75 activities.
Act of 1933.
But the Rev. David O'Neal, percent of the churches in the
In recent years, there has
After
the
latest
denial,
Response to the plan, which
president of the Marshall Coun- county and all denominations
O'Neal said, "It's not the kids been an undercurrent of
would give annual bonuses of
ty Ministerial Association, said
except the Church of Christ. that's the issue, it's the criticism from industrial and
up to $36,000 to TVA's top power
the issue is the crusade itself.
Third World nations alike that
"And they have been invited to crusade."
managers,
prompted anThe association wants to use
the United States has not been
attend, but refuse to join us,'
nouncement Wednesday that
superintendent
refuted
The
the Marshall County High
he said.
the utility's directors will visit
the charge, noting that a reWashington, D.C., next week to
quest from Jehovah's
it.
explain
Witnesses to use the gym for a
denied
*summer conference was
two months ago
A Harvest Festival at the
Furthermore, Conder said,
Hazel
Community Center
the
religious
group
in
another
The Medical Explorer Post medical and health careers.
Saturday,
Oct. 17, starting at 3
opposihas
expressed
county
the
"first-nighter,"
At
the
803 of Murray-Calloway County
p.m. will feature a tree planHospital has scheduled its post officers will be introduced, tion to the crusade being held in
ting at 4:30 p.m., dedication of
The Community Theatre will
reorganizational meeting or slides of past explorer ac- school facilities. He-would not
the park at 5 p.m., prizes for open the weekend presentagroup.
identify
the
puppet
as
the
post
tivities
such
1981-82
at
"first-nIghter" for
"What the board is afraid of the best Halloween costumes tions of Gourmet Cabaret at 8
6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 20, in show and TIKI-MAST projects
where's the stopping point," for both a couple and a single at p.m. Friday at the "Playhouse
is
an
outline
of
shown
and
"
will
be
the third floor Education Unit
5:30 p.m., and music by Dee in the Park" in the
said.
Conder
suggested activities for the upMurrayat the hospital.
The school board has "made Dee Lee and Music Country Calloway County Park.
coing year will be presented.
The post is open to all The meeting is open to all in- it clear it didn't want to address Band at6 p.m.
The Hazel park has been
the matter again," Conder
Gourmet desserts,coffee and
students 15-21 years old who terested students.
completed at the site of the old
cold drinks will be served as
are interested in a career in the
The annual national said.
But he admitted the issue is Hazel School building which
talented skagers and musicians
health care field.
membership fee is $3.50 and anperform Broadway show tunes
During the year, explorers nual local dues $3. Prospective "on the minds of some of the houses the Hazel Community
in the old freight depot,
have the opportunity to meet explorers are requested to board members and we all feel Center. Basketball goals and
•Helga Keller, dessert
and to work with many health register and to pay these fees at if there could be some satisfac- other recreational facilities
tory solution found, we would have been added to the park.
hostess, said desserts of the
care professionals. Activities this first meeting.
Splinsor of the festival is the season, such as fresh fruit,
include on-duty experience in
For further information be willing to listen."
O'Neal said the ministerial Hazel Lions Club who invites pecan and pumpkin pies and
various departments of the about the explorer post,contact
hospital, tours of medical Kathy Hodge, public relations association has scheduled a the public to attend this event honey cakes will be served.She
-facilities and information from director at the hospital at 753- meeting to discuss the issue. for the entire family, a said all the desserts are made
'.'We will keep trying," he said. spokesman said.
by volunteers from the comkey professionals on different 5131 ext. 141.

TVA, Officials

To Explain

Bonus Package

Marshall County School Board
Caught In Middle Of Decision

Hazel Slates
Fall Festival

Medical Explorer Post
Schedules Reorganization

Gov. Brown Booed At UK

seem to have a wait-and-see at-%
titude on Reagan's approach to
foreign aid, pending the Cancun summit, called to focus on
the economic ties between rich
and poor nations.
Looking ahead to the conference, Reagan noted that the
Soviet Union will be absent.

chance•of rain
Cloudy today with highs in
the mfd 80. to--aretuid 70.
Continued cloudy tonight
and Friday with a chance of
rain. Lows in the mid to
upper 50. and highs in the
upper fies.
Saturday through Monday: A chance of showers
both Saturday and Sunday
with near normal
temperatures through the
period. Highs mostly in the
mid 80. to low 70s. Lows
mostly in the 40s.
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Community Theatre's
Cabaret,Set To Open
munity.
Richard Valentine, director
of the theatre, said songs from
such great musicals as
"Camelot," "My Fair Lady,"
"Marne" and "Kiss Me Kate"
will be performed.
The cabaret will be repeated at 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Tickets are still available for
all.three performances.
Ticketsere $3.50 per person
and *include desserts and the
show. Reservations are recommended, since seating is
limited.
For reservations call the
Community Theatre Ticketline
at(502)759-1752.

•

Students Unhappy About Budget Cuts To Education
"He (Brown) gave us great
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. was support (for education) in the
booed by students at the • budget- of 1980, magiiiiicent
University of Kentucky for cuts 'support," Prichard told about
in state* spending for higher 3,000 students at a "Rally for
education, but he found two elo- 'Higher Education."
But Brown was _confronted
quent defenders in Dr. Otis
,SiaglPtary an -Edward F. with"a condiiiiot a theory"
when he took °Kee in itu.rSaftei
PrichariOr.
the Legislature enacted tax
"I think it is a great mistake cuts totaling $100 million,
to personalize this problem," Prichard said.
liaid Prichard, a Frankfort attiittiey and chairman of a com- Singletary,the UK president,
mittee appointed by Brown to criticized the Legislature for
recommend changes to the bringing Northern Kentucky
'Kentucky Council on Higher, University and the University
, 'it
- Louisville We the state colEducation. '

lege system when it couldn't af- the tragedy of that situation . Brown said spending cuts doing.
Prisfessor Constance Wilson,
• ford to do so.
was that he had to take were needed 'in all areas last
"UK's plight is fairly sim- (Money) back" as-- shortfalls year in order to balance the faculty representative to. the
State's biennial laidget, which UK Board of Trustees, urged
ple," he said. "It comes on the developed,Singletary said.
ii required by state law. He Browq to "look to resources.
heels of 10 years or more.of in-'
Brown noted that cuts iri also blameda slumping na- like-coal; tobacco, liquor, the
adequate funding for this
State spending for education .tional economy.
horse industry and' other inuniversity."
•
•
clastrier
ow education
percent- ices-than.for
make-hdieve.
aren't
—These
4-•• •
•
_ The state provided $139 any Other segment of state: Itrnes.Thils- realitY,"ht '
Prichard applauded the
Brown indicated the bodget
million of UK's current. $301 • government, adding he wanted
ahna mater, to be bet- that will be implemented in Ju- statement, • saying, "Connie
million budget, but that was $23 UK,
million less Jim the university ter , than its -benchmark ly will include increased educa- Wilson raised the dirty little
. . wog* we've -got to consider:
expected. The cut led to a hir- -institutions, not 'merely their tion spending.
.
•
"Kentucky is not going to revenueand taxation."
ing freeze,cancellation of some equal.
"I love my university," drown. We're gong to march
If higher education
classes and overcrowding in
Brown said, "but you've got to forward,"the said. "...All you deteriorates in, Kentucky,
others.
cynics just sit still for a few "we're notgoiaglo he nearly as
re we're
' Brown tried to be generous to understand._
going.".
aad see what we're attrertivw401,11,110-,.rhe,said.:-:\
Int
--months
r
UKIn the eirrent budget,:

fib •

—
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Bill Designed To Protect Socie ,Treat III
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A legislative
committee hopes to rili
a gap it feels exists in
Kentucky's current
criminal Jaw for mentally ill defendants.
A bill approved
Wednesday by the

Joint Interim Committee on Health and
Welfare for pre-filing
with the 1982 General
Assembly would
establish a verdict of
guilty but mentally ill
in Kentucky.
This is designed to

'Cub Olympics'
Winners Named
Cub Pack 73 had
"Cub Olympics" Sunday at Calloway County High School.
Softball throw winners included, eightyear-olds, Tony
Patrick, first; Bryan
Anderson,second; and
Lee Shouse, third;
nine-year-olds, Will
Gentry, first; Teddy
Delaney, second; and
Michael Copeland,
third; and 10-year-olds
David Cruse, first;
Chris Douglas, second; and David
Wesson,third.
Top finishers in
situps were, ekghtyear-olds, Jonathan
Smotherman, first;
Anderson,second; and
Patrick, third;.
year-olds, Gentry,
first; Copeland, second; and Delaney,
third; and 10-yearolds, Criise, first;
Douglas, second; and
Wesson,third.
•
Winners in the
broadjump were,
eight-year-olds,
Patrick, first;
Smotherman second;
and Brock Crouch,
third; nine-year-olds,

Delaney, first; Gentry, second; and
Michael Lax, third;
and 10-year-olds,
Douglas, first; Cruse,
second; and Wesson,
third.
Fifty-yard dash winners included, eightyear-olds., Patrick,
first; Kenneth Faley,
second; and Crouch,
third; nine-year-olds,
Delaney, first; Gentry, second; and Jody
Gallirnore, third; and
10-year-olds, Douglas,
first; Cruse, second;
and Wesson,third.
Top finishers in the
football throw were,
eight-year -olds,
Patrick, first; BrandonCathey, second; and
Ealey, third; nineyear-olds, Gentry,
first; Copeland, Second; and Lax third;
and 10-year-olds,
Cruse, first; Douglas,
second; and Wesson,
third.
Wayne Wesson, cubmaster, announced
plans are being made
to attend the Four
Rivers Council Cub
Olympics Saturday,
Oct. 17, in Paducah.

Senate Candidate
Talks To Ministers
Ray Reeves, state
senatorial candidate,
was the speaker
Wednesday. at the
Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association meeting.
Reeves encouraged
unity of concerned
residents and urged
citizens to "get to
know their candidates" and to be in
touch with what they
(the candidates) stand

for and believe.
A local businessman
and former educator,
Reeves stressed his
convictions for successful businessmen to
help "those less fortunate."
Topics of discussion
also included House
Bill 44 and alternate
fund-raising methods.
A brief question and
answer period followed Reeves'talk.

protect society and
treat mentally ill
offenders at the same
time," said Rep.
Roger Noe, D-Harlan,
chairman of the subcom mittee which
worked on the
measure.
The bill would allow
a jury to find that a
defendant was mentally ill at the time he
committed a crime
and order him provided treatment while in
prison.
Under current law,a
person must be found

innoncent if he is ruled
insane.
Noe's subcommittee, in its report to
the full conunittee,

the bill would till!
gap in ICentacky law
between the sane and
insane. Only two other
states, Indiana and
Michigan, have such a
verdict.
The Health and
Welfare Committee
also adopted a resolution recommended by
Noe's subcommittee to
urge the Department
fnr Human Resources

The $175,000 federal
to funu transitional liv- law isreleased.
The subcommittee study of the genetic
ing programs for the
chronically mentally voted last month to drug law is expected to
-Shod the bin to the full be completed before
ill.
committee without a the end of the 1902
committee
The
took
rfaX11111110011110111
legislature._
•
en a propos-ma
would
Treaty's
bin
The
bill
would
also
ed bin changing Kentucky's generic drug make it voluntary for change a list of acceppharmacists to table substitute drugs
laws.
substitute drugs that for a simpler list of
Sen. Jack Trevey,R- are therapeutically non-acceptable drugs.
Lexington, sponsor of equal but lower priced
In _other action, the
the bill, said it was the for &toga prescribed comMittee approved
feeling of a subcom- by a physician.
for pre-filing a bill
mittee he chaired that
The current 9-year- allowing a person to
no action should be old law makes such deduct on his income
taken until a Public substitution man- taxes expenses for
Health Service study datory unless a physi- providing personal'
of Kentucky's current cian directs otherwise. services to residents of

for-profit nursing
homes.
Such deductions are
now allowed for nonprofit institutions.
Sen: Benny Ray
Bailey, D-Hindman,
the bill's sponsor, said
it was aimed at encouraging more
volunteer work.
Sen. Robert Martin,
D-Richmond, said he
supported increased
volunteerism but
didn't think it should
be subsidized by the
government.

Show To Focus On Opera,School Funding
A discussion of an
upcoming opera production and an interview with Murray
education official Bill
Smith will be
presented on
"Spotlight on Murray"
at6 p.m. Tuesday,Oct.
20, on MSU-TV Cable

11.
"Spotlight," which
airs at 6 p.m. each
Tuesday, is among
progtamming on the
student-operated
television studio from
Murray State University.
Dr. Carl Rogers,

member of the university music faculty,will
be interviewed on
"Spotlight" about the
opera production of
"Mikado" scheduled
Oct.22-24.
According to
Rogers,"Mikado" will

be the first full-length
opera staged on the
campus, -Joining
Rogers in the discussion will be student actor Nathan Middleton,
a junior from
Paducah.
Bill Smith, Murray
Education Association

official, will be interviewed on the halfhour program concerning the local association's reaction to cutbacks in state education funding. Smith
will also talk about the
Kentucky Education
Association's efforts to

block further reductions.
"Spotlight" each
week includes a minifeature. The Oct. 20
edition will feature the
regional rock music
group "Hy Roller" in a
recent local performance.

MSU Alumnus'Donation Doubles In Value
Sometimes alumni
genrosity has literally
double value.
Eli Alexander Jr., of
Murray found that out
in August when he
made two contributions to his Murray
State University alma
mater and discovered
that Ingersoll-Rand,
his employer, would
match them dollar for
dollar.
"Most people are
probably like I was,
"Alexander observed,
"totally unaware that
many firms are involved in a program to
match gifts made to
colleges and universities by that firm's
employees."
Alexander, a 25year-old 1980 Murray
State graduate, was informed of the program
by Donna Herpdon,
director of alumni affairs at Murray State,
while he was discuss-

Eli Alexander Jr.
ing with her a Century
Club donation to the
Alumni Association.
He made his contribution, filled out a
short form to
Ingersoll-Rand, and
received word from
the corporate office in
Woodcliff Lake, N. J.,
that his contributions
to the Century Club
and to the Racer Club
athletic booster

organization had both
been matched.
"It's a nice feeling,"
said Alexander, a product specialist involved with sales of centrifugal compressors
at the Mayfield
plant, "to be able to
make a contribution
myself and to know
that the company I
work for has enough
interest in higher
education to be a part
of such a program."
He does offer the
suggestion that corporations involved in
the matching gift program advertise their
participation so that
more of their
employees will be
aware of it.
A publication of the
Council of Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE)
lists almost 1,000 firms
across the country
which are par-

ticipating in he program. Some of them,
besides IngersollRand, which have
operations in the area
served by Murray
State are:
Airco, Inc.; The
Coca-Cola Co.; The
General Tire and Rubber Co.; B.F. Goodrich
Co.; Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Co.;
Heublein, Inc.,; The
Hoover Co.; Illinois
Tool Works, Inc.;
Josten's, Inc.; J.C.
Penney Co.; Pennwalt
Corp.; The Pillsbury
Co.; Texas Gas
Transmis,lion Corp.;
United Parcel Service; United States
Tobacco Co.; and
Westvaco Corp.
Several of the companies on the CASE
list are committed to
an amount that is
greater than a one-toone match.

Alexander joined
Ingersoll-Rand shortly
after he graduated
with the B.S. degree
in manufacturing
engineering technology, buthe and the
company which opened a plant in Mayfield
about 10 years ago
were far from
strangers._
Between his junior
and senior years in college, he spent a year
working full-time at
Ingersoll-Rand
through Murray
State's cooperative
education program.
He gained experience
in development
engineering,
marketing, manufacturing,and purchasing
during that year.
Noting that he considers his year in the
cooperative education
program as "quite
valuable to me," Alexander, the son of Mr.

and Mrs. Eli Alexander Sr. of Murray,
let a little of his Murray State pride and
loyalty show.
"Students from
cooperative programs
in other leading
universities were placed with Ingersoll-Rand
at the same time I
was," he said, "but I
think the people from
Murray State _ compared favorably to any
of them."
Alexander is open
about his appreciation
to Murray State for the
preparation he received on the campus to
face a tightening job
market.
"Making some kind
of contribution seemed
a natural way to try to
show my gratitude,"
he explained. "Then,
when I found out every
dollar I give is really
worth two, I felt
double-good."

Aarket 414 Amain?

Market 414's 30 Hour Moonlight Sale
Follow the Beacon in the Sky until 1 1:00 P.M. — Friday & Sat. Night.
The sky is the limit on bargains — One time & One time only sale.

Up

to 60% off Storewide Reductions everything in store reduced
for this 30 Hour Sale — too many to list in the paper you must see for yourself
Even our latest and newest merchandise.

Reduced For This Sale

Prices good for 30 Hours Only.

FREE WATCH EVERY HOUR
Just Register to Win

'45"
'399"
124"

Dark Brown Swivel Rocker
Marimont Cotton Print Sofa
Marimont Queen Ann Chair, Reg. $239.00
-Kroehler Gold Occasional Chair, Reg. $239.00
Berkline Sofa & Chair, Reg. $849.00
Dark Pine Cocktail Table, Reg. $99.00
Ethan Allan Floral Sofa, Reg. $1269.00
Cherry Finish Butler's Tray, Reg. $139.00

FREE PORTABLE T.V.
Just Register to Win

$29"
Select Group of lamps
Each $15"
Dinette Table- Bench • 2 Chairs, Reg.6499.00
1299"
$9900
Oak 8 Pc. Dining Room Suite, Reg.$1,649.00
$1,300"
$49900
134,4181 Fi
lch 8 Pc. Dining Room Suite, kg $1,069.00 '799'
125' Rachlin 51 pc. Dinette, Reg.$3$9.00
'275"
_
189"
$450" Large Pine Rockers, Reg.$139.00
Pulaski Keepsake Iligh.Poster
'60" Bedroom Suite
Reg. $1,799.00
$900"
Hex End Tables

Cane Bedroom Suite
Bedroom Suite
Lea Balton Suite

Kemp 3 Pc.
Reg. $649.00
3 Pc. Bookcase
Reg. $699.00
4 Pc. Antique White
leg. $1,099.00

Odd Reg. & Queen Headboards
276 Gun Cabinets, Reg. $199.00
12 conirl
Reg. $399.00

Console Stereos'

$19900

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE

$139"

30% Off

WTPR,FitiA
. and AM & WRJB will be 12Toode_gieetn-'
.
No larAways or Telephone Soles - 3,% Extra for Deliveries — Cash 4 Corry
VISA

GO

Geraldine'& Terry Sykes, Mgrs.

Oak • Cherry .Pine

& Satud

K

Bank Financing'

arket 414 Immittire
411 North Market Street, Paris, TN

:49900
$500"
$2500 $4500
'99"
'275'

Sleeper Ottomans, Reg. $289.00

LA-Z-BOY ROCKER/RECLINERS
Two colorrs-to choose

$39900

"The Store
With The
LOU Oferhend"

Phone 642-6996

P WE 3 THE NUR R
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Looking Back
1(1 Years Ago
under the Emergency Employment Act of 1971, according to
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Deaths reported included
Shellie Gamer,71, and Gulmar
Hamilton._
Fulton E. Young had been.
presented his 50 year gold pin
at Past Masters Night at Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.

Calloway County Sheriff
Clyde Steele and Deputy
Sheriff Maurice Wilson were
pictured with 25 to 50 gallon
trash bags filled with marijuana that they, along with
Deputy Gerald Cohoon, ha Wed
from an abandoned house near
the Hazel Cemetery.
The city of Murray had been
qualified for seven employees

20 Years Ago
Robert W. Huie, superintendent of Murray Water and
Sewer Systems, had received
the William D. Hatfield award
at the National Convention of
Water Pollution Control
Federation at Milwaukee,
Wise., Oct.8-11.
Deaths reported ineluded
-

Mrs. John N. Dowdle, 39, and
Mrs. A. B. Hood.
Geurin Products; located on
Coldwater Road, was franchised as an Armco Fallout Shelter
dealer.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat University
of Tennessee at Martin 25-15.

The lights were turned on
again on the court house clock,
thanks to Pvt. Eugene
Burkeen, son of Jailer Ed
Burkeen. He was stationed at
Fort Knox and while home
climbed the high steps and

replaced the burned out bulbs.

30 Years Ago

A special feature on the old
"Sissors Grinder," an itinerant
in Calloway County, written by
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath, was
published.

the
Murray Ledger & Times
(USPS308-700) Walter L. Apperson
Publisher

foRNER OSS LEFT MINT MINT VCRR,-E. JUST 0E5 PELPLE !."

"inside Report
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WASHINGTON — While the
business community is harrangued to join President
Reagan's "fall offensive" of
lower spending and higher
taxes, pessimistic economic
forecasters both inside and outside the administration see
defeat at hand in a painful new
upward thrust of interest rates.
These gloomy predictions
run counter to the conventional
wisdom that forecasts gently
dropping interest rates. Instead, they see rates perversely responding to recent
monetary easing by soaring up
to the 20 percent range and
perhaps well beyond by year's
end.
Such a calamity would intensify demands that Reagan
abruptly shift policy — either
fiscal policy by abandoning his
tax rate reductions or

Garrott's Galley

A Courageous Young Lady Tells
Of Her Battle Against Leukemia

Ma,

k

GeRAIFV4Irjr.

The Falling-Tall Offensive'

monetary policy, which would
mean seriously considering the
gold standard. The Reagan adEditor
R. Gene McCutcheon
ministration, far from being
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon
prepared for this turning point,
except Sundays,July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
has just finished a turbulent
Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, Murtwo months of internal policy
ray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
disputes and worsening per42071.
sonal relations.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers,
That struggle pitted
$3.25 per month, payable,in advance. By mail in Calloway
economic analysts at the Office
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmof Management and Budget
ington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50
and Treasury over whether the
pet year. By mail to other destinations,$39.50 per year.
federal budget deficit is the key
Member of Associated Press,Kentucky Press Association
to interest rates. The loser was
and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, assisThe Associated Press is exclusively entitled to republish
tant Treasury secretary for
local news originated by The Murray Ledger & Times as
economics and pioneer supply
well as all other AP news.
side economist. Opposing the
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
theoretical underpinning of the
Business Office
753-1916
"fall offensive," Roberts and
Classified Advertising
.753-1916
his professional Treasury staff
Retail(Display) Advertising
753-1919
were cut out of high-level talks
Circulation
753-1916
and given no advance look at
News and Sports Dept
753-1918.
the president's Sept. 24 talk.
The opening gun was fired
By MI:. i;arrott
Aug. 10 by the eventual winner:
Lawrence A. Kudlow, OMB's
chief economist, in a memorandum to OMB Director David
Stockman."High interest rates
should not be blamed on the
Fed (Federal Reserve Board
monitary policy)," Kudlow
founded by his brother, for 48
does go to the Lakers'and Mur- wrote. "Instead, in order to
Last March, if you recall, I
days. Her mother remained
ray State football games. dovetail into the September Ofwrote about a very courageous
young lady, Rhanda Key, at the
there with her until she return"They're outside," she explain- fensive, high interest rates
ed home June 20, while Leanna
ed. That's why she can't return should be blamed on governtime a junior member of the
girls' basketball team at
and their father returned shortto her classes at the high school ment deficits and borrowing."
Calloway County High School
ly after the transplant was
just yet.
Kudlow's argument turned
and how she suddenly had been
completed, Leanne being in the
After her release from the out to be the administration's
stricken with acute leukemia.
hospital only three days.
hospital itself, she and her theortical basis for the new at• • •
Her condition had been
mother had an apartment near tack on the budget deficit.
diagnosed last Jan. 20 by Dr.
A few days ago, I went out to
the center for several weeks Reagan's Sept. 24 speech
Dan Miller here in Murray and
Panarama Shores, where
before she was permitted to scarcely mentioned monetary
quickly confirmed by tests at
Rhanda lives with her mother,
return to Kentucky. The apart- policy while retreating on his
Vanderbilt Hospital in
a rural mail carrier, and her
ment was one of several provid- original commitments by adNashville.
sister. I went with Freed Curd,
ed by the center for patients vocating defense spending cuts
Shortly after the column apthe home-bound teacher at the
and their families.
geo
and calling for tax "loophole
peared, Rhanda, her sister
high school, and who works
Today, she laughs about her closers."
Leanne, her mother, Pattie,
with her on her lessons three
hair, currently worn in a 11
/
2Administration funtionaries
and her father, Nelson Key,
times a week.
inch, boyish bob. "Its's all have been giving pep talks to
headed for the renown Fred
I found a delightful,
new," she smiled, explaining business groups asking their
Hutchinson Cancer Research
vivacious young lady of 17 with
that her head was shaved at the support for the 'Ian offensive"
Center in Seattle, Wash., for a
crinkley, sparkling eyes and a
center and that her brunette on the budget and tax fronts.
recommended spinal bone
bright smile accentuated by a
locks are in the process of But even high administration
marrow transplant.
growing back.
quick, hearty laugh. Had you
officials argue against a
Leanna,14 and a freshman at
At 5' 3" tall and weighing 116 hopeless campaign for revenue
not known it, you could never
Calloway County High School
pounds, she was a starting raisers. Congress simply will
tell she had ever had a sick day
with gymnastic tendencies,
guard on the basketball team not give Reagan what the presiin her life.
was to be the donor.
She freely shared with us
when her condition was dent is asking. For example,
That's all behind them now.
discovered. She has since been Chairman Dan Rostenkowski
some of her experiences at
The transplant was made.
down at 104 pounds, but today of the House Ways and Means
the Hutchinson Center "where
Rhanda was in the research
weights 111.
the doctors were real nice and
Committee has sent word that
• • •
center's hospital, named for a
handsome, especially the one
if Reagan wants more revenue,
former manager of the St.
Meanwhile, she lives a nor- take it from his pals in the oil
from Tennessee." "Dr. Miller
Louis baseball Cardinals and
is handsome, too," she laughmal life at home, doing industry.
housework, baking loaves of
ed, explaining how Dan watTreasury Secretary Donald
Tmhiv Iii History
sourdough bread, keeping her T. Regan departed from OMB's
ches over her and monitors her
condition.
car mirror-shiney and doing strictly budgetary approach to
Today is Thursday, Oct. 15, the
Every two weeks, she goes to
her school homework.
interest rates in his Oct. 4 inter288th day of 1981. There are 87
Almost every morning, she view with The Washington Post
his office for more tests, some
days left in the year.
visits her uncle and aunt, Dan by calling for an easier
of which are sent on to the SeatToday's highlight in history:
and Judy Eberhardt, who live monetary policy by the Federal
tle center. She is scheduled to
On October 13th, 1978, Roman
nearby."Be sure and put Uncle Reserve Board. That is precisereturn to the center for further
Catholic cardinals went into a conDan's name in anything you ly what Kudlow's Aug. 10
tests next March, and hopes
clave to elect a successor to rope
return to her
to
able
write," she admonished, "If memo urged Stockman to warn
to
be
John Paul 1, who died after a 34Calloway
County
at
don't, he might not bring Regan against. "...the Fed
classes
you
day reign.
me any more good luck should be given no encourageHigh in January.
Also On this date:
• • •
charms."
ment for additional ease,"
—In 1889, in South Africa, the
transplant itself,
the
As
for
On weekends, she visits her Kudlow said.
Boers rebeled against the British.
father, and has become a
the first thing they did at SeatBut signs are that there
And in 1969, the Soviet Union
familiar figure in his already has been substantial
tle was to "kill off" all the bone
sent a third spacecraft into orbit
neighborhood whining around ease by building up bank
marrow in her spine with radiain as many days. There were
on a motorcycle.
tion and chemotherophy. The
seven Soviet Cosmonauts in
reserves. Some econoinic
marrow from Leanne's body
She is taking five subjects in analysts within the administraspace.
her school work — civics, tion believe this has been
Ten years ago: Enemy forces in
was substituted, intraveneousSouth Vietnam slipped into an
history, psychology and two responsible for the modest drop
ly. No incision was necessary.
allied base near Saigon and
sections of English, and "she in short-term interest rates but
"It just finds its way to where
destroyed five helicopters. '
makes pretty good grades, may soon send long-term rates
it is supposed to go," she smilFive years ago: A United Natoo," Freed said as he handed to the roof.
ed, "just like a homing pigeon
tions study questioned the longher newest assignments and
— so my doctors told me."
Inevitably, that catastrophe
held theory that the Earth could
For most of the 48 days she
her study guides to her.
would bring demands to stop
not sustain advancing economic
"You mean I've. got to read the Reagan tax cut from taking
was hospitalized, Rhanda was
growth.
kept in an isolation area:: TWO whizte.,4,bapters --131-efoc-t. • Emaunrie analyst
One year ago: The Nobel Peace
history
she elm-tined, talc" 4lbert Sindlinger, uncanny in
Anyon&onming neartertgal'
Prize was awarded to Argentine
wear a sterilized face mask. --ing the study guides and slapp- oredirting interest rates, is
human rights advocate Adolfo
ing herforehead with a palm. taken
This was necessary because
r"
seriously at the OMB in
Perez Esquivel, who was cited for
disease
had
her
resistance
tb
"What
do you think I am, Mr. his new forecast of 25 percent,
having "shown light in the
Curd?"
been so greatly lowered
Sindlirtger, uncanny in predicdarkness" of Argentine military
"Aw, you won't have any ting interest rates, is taken
because of her treatments. This
rule.
is only temproary, she's been
trouble getting them," ;:leed seriously at the OMB in his new
Thought for today: Better to
told.
replied, "because you're forecast of 25 percent. Sindlreign in Hell than serve in
else, Rhanda. inger says the tax cut must and
She
still
something
can't
be
among
Heaven. — John Milton, English
You're something else."
groups of people, although she
poet ilF04-1674).
will be halved.
•

\Mal

But Reagan is adamant
against this. Stockman, accused by supply-siders of selling
out the cause, gave a supplyside argument to the House
Budget Committee Oct. I
against tampering with the tax
cut. Even deferring the cut, he
said, would "inhibit economic
growth and raise unemployment, thus worsening the
budget situation through an increase in spending and a reduction of receipts."
If not a tax increase, then
what? A renewed climb of interest rates would probably
rupture the truce between the
administration and the Fed
with demands for new
monetary policy. On NBC's
"Meet the Press" Sept. V.Sen.
Paul Laxait revealed "a recent
discussion in the White House.
. . when it was indicated that if
we don't obtain some relief in
terms of interest, then we have
got to look again at monetary
policy." He then added: "Gold
is an option."
Hinting about a gold standard by one of the president's
closest advisers cannot be ignored. "We're killing millions
of Americans economically
with these obscene rates." said
Laxait, adding that "we've
done as much as we can do"
with budgetary policy. With the
"fall offensive" bogged down
from the start, a new upswing
in interest would send Laxait
leading other Republican politicians to the White House
demanding ction.
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By Ken Wolf
The Chinese Confucian.
philosopher Mencius (371-289
BC) once wrote' the following
words:
• Sage-kings cease to arise,
the feudal lords give rein to
their lusts, and unemployed
scholars indulge in
unreasonable discussions.
In our present times of turmoil (not as great as those of
Mencius), we might wish to
change the term "sage-kings"
to "wise leaders," the term
"feudal lords" to "rapacious
businessmen" or "union
chiefs," depending upon your
political persuasion. All of us
would probably agree that
there is still much truth in the
last six words of Mencius'
passage — just as it stands
without any changes.

The White House

Officials Campaign
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan, his
economic plan reaching a
critical point and a major poll
showing his popularity slipping, is sending top officials to
Virginia and New Jersey to
campaign in races for governor
that could become referenda on
Reaganornics.
Reagan himself plans a stop
in New Jersey this evening on
behalf of Thomas H. Kean, who
is seeking to end eight years of
Democratic rule in the governor's mansion. Reagan is expected to visit Virginia before
the Nov. 3 election to campaign
for J. Marshall Coleman, the
state's Republican attorney
general who is running for
governor.
Labor Secretary Raymond J.
Donovan, a Republican who
grew up in the
rough-and-tumble world of the
Democratic-controlled Hudson
County, N.J., and Vice President George Bush have gone to
bat for Kean.
Kean spokesman Carl Golden
did not quarrel with the view
that the vote could reflect the
public's view of Reagan's
economics, rather than its
views of Kean OT his
Democratic rival, Rep. James
J. Florio.
A late September poll by
Rutgers University's Eagleton
Institute of Politics said Florio
had a lead cit six percentage
'points.
:lams
e
1M
Florio's campaign has caught
fire, and the picture there is
clouded by Florio's ability to
attract Republican votes in
South Jersey, and pollsters' findings that more New Jersey
voters identify themselves as
Republicans than are actually
registered as members of the
GOP

In addition, New - Jersey
a
voters have
Republican governor only once
since 1953, and both its • U.S.
senators are Democrats.
In Virginia, Coleman is trying to turn the election into a referendum on Reagan. "We
are closely tied to his policies,"
said Coleman's spokesman,
David Blee.
But at the White House,there
is an attempt to put some
distance between the president
and Coleman's race against U.
Gov. Charles S. Robb, the
Democratic candidate and sonin-law of the late Lyndon B.
Johnson, just in case the
Republicans lose.
The contest between Coleman and Robb is close, the
Republicans say. A recent
Washington Post poll showed
Robb ahead.
Bush, Treasury Secretary
Donald T. Regan, Special
Trade Representative Bill
Brock, budget director David
Stockman and Interior
Secretary James Watt have
been to Virginia.
Blee, sensing Reagan's
popularity in what is considered one of the most conservative states in the nation, took
pains in a telephone interview
tontie his candidate to 'the
president, even as Reagan and
his aides scurried to lop federal
dollars from politically popular
programs and a New York
Times-CBS Net's poll showed
his popularity, nationwide was
down from last June.
But one White House aide,
who asked not to be identified,
said when asked about the
referendum: "Certainly the
president is popular in
Virginia, but I don't think the
White House is prepared to say
that's a referendum on what
we're doing," he said.
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YANDELL TWINS
Twin daughters,
Reagan • Lynn and
Whitney Danielle,
were born to Mr. and
Mrs. William Yandell,
706 Wilford, Mayfield;
an Friday, Oct. 2, at
Community Hospital
there.
Grandparents are
Billie Sue Graviette of
Mayfield and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene RFFogle, Murray.

700,900

by Rainey Apperson
on the subject of what
the needs and wants of
Some women today women are, and how to
are working outside help women the most
the home because they in the working force.
have to and some are
A resident of
working because they Louisville, and the
want to work. This wife of a pediatrician,
creates an interesting and mother of two
mix and gives both of sons, she has an office
the groups an alliance in Frankfort so she
pivot — namely — the does lots of comwoman's place in the muting, besides all of
1980's.
her traveling around
Jessica Schikler, ex- the state.
ecutive director of the
Her prime areas of
Kentucky Commission concern right now are
on Women,has been in spouse abuse centers,
our area this week. the rural widow who is
Kizzie Cantrell and Jo taken to the cleaners,
Curris entertained by the tax laws and
with a breakfast at sexual harrasment on
Oakhurst while the job.
Jessica and her exJessica's assistant,
ecutive assistant, Vicki Dennis, is a proVickie Dennis, were in fessional writer, and
town. This was a fun her column will be apoccasion with lots and pearing soon in The
lots of informal con- Ledger.
versation. First of all
An old college friend
let me say that Jessica of mine, Mary Ray
is very knowledgeable (Mrs. Arnie) Oaken
•
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"It is folly to expect men
to do all that they may reasonably be expected to do."
— Richard Whately.
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working mothers,
while divorced and
separated women,
both working and nonworking, show the
worst health patterns
—
they have the
believe
you
Would
that "Superwomen" highest number of doctor visits, the most
.
.
are happier
disability days and the
The nation's busiest longest hospital stays.
women — those who
Kentucky's fame is
combine the three
roles of Wife, mother spreading many ways,
and jobholder — are one of them through
also the nation's the "Oh, Kentucky!"
campaign
healthiest women, it publicity
seems. Reporting on which is bringing Kenresearch by Dr. Lois tucky to the attention
Verbrugge of the of the entire nation.
A painting done in
University of
Michigan School of connection with the
Public Health, Ob. tourism campaign is
Gyn. News says such by Frankfort artist
women have the best Erika Kaiser, and
general health status, Murrayans might be
lowest morbidity,least interested in knowing
long-term disability that Mrs. Kaiser and
and restricted activity her husband, Frank,
and the least drug use. are inlaws of former
Homemakers- suffer Mayfield resident,
worse health than William C. Hale III'

THE ACES®IRA

ALLRED GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Allred, Rt., 6,
Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter,
Cori Brooke, born
Thursday, Oct. 1, at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Canter and Mr. and
Mrs.James Allred, Rt.
5, Mayfield.

"MOMMIE
DEAREST ma)

former state B&PW
Club President was
there for breakfast
and she introduced us
t6 her cousin, Jessica.

rn.
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That's what dummy
thought after he saw declarer throw away today's perplexing game. "Next time
I'll bid three no trump and
play the hand myself," he
reflected.
South ruffed the third
club and cashed the ace and
king of trumps to get the
bad news. Had trumps split
decently, he would have had
11 top tricks. As it was, the
game was now in jeopardy.
.A third round of trumps was
drawn and declarer tried to
cash some diamonds. Two
was the limit as West ruffed
the third round to punch out
another club. When this
dismal performance was
over, declarer's result was
two down, losing one trump,
two clubs and two hearts.
Declarer makes the hand
if he guards against a 41
trump break. After ruffing
the third club, declarer
draws two rounds of trumps
with his own ace and queen,
leaving the king in dummy.
When the bad news hits,
declarer now plays his
diamonds. West can ruff in
if he wishes but it will do
him no good. After West
ruffs the third diamond and
leads a fourth club, declarer
can ruff and lead his last
trump to dummy. This
draws West's trump while
providing an entry to
dummy's good diamonds

G. CORN,JR.

.

10-15-81-A
NORTH
•K73
•42
•A.Q.1109
•K75
EAST
*EST
*4
'•J1092
•J9765
K103
*654
083
*A842
40Q J109
SOUTH
•AQ865
•A Q8
•K72
*63

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
East
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
20
340
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Club queen
and declarer has his 10
tricks.
Bid

with Corn

South holds:

10-15-81-B

•4
•J9 7 6 5
•6 5 4
A 84 2

North
NT

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 16,

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4Y
)
A lot of time may be wasted
before you reach a decision
that will truly work. Afterdinner hours are best for communication.
.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) deft,
Negotiations about fees involve a certain amount of haggling. Get a second opinion
about a legal situation, if
necessary.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A child will respond to
discipline. Stand up for your
convictions. After some uncertaIndy,you'll feel more secure
about a love interest.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Little things could be troubling you. It's best to discuss
these matters with a close
friend. You'll find your fears
are groundless.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) atiftk
A friend is wishy-washy
now, but you'll reach an
understanding towards
nightfall. Don't waste your
time with triflers. Be serious.

notiOfr

South. The bidding:
South
1*
3*
4*

idler II. 1 mister

'dr. moil

VIRGO

(Aug. 23toSept. 22) "Oil
Stick to your guns about a
financial matter. In business,
make certain that you're not
underpaid. Feelings stabilize
after dark.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23t3Oct.22) -11-ri
After hearing a variety of
differing opinions, you'll find
that you're your own best adviser. Friends afford mental

South

ANSWER: Two hearts. A
signoff. With no game prospects in sight, it's best to
play in the safest part score.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

1901
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) MeV'
The answers may seem
elusive, but keep plugging and
you'll find solutions. A
negative situation turns out to
be a blessing in disginse:
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72to Dec.21) 3ititO
Friends give good advice,
but one of them may not want
to join you at an upcoming
social event. Still, all's well
that ends well.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 191 V
After considering a variety
of options, you'll come to the
conclusion that hard work and
self-discipline pave the way to
success.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb.18)
Partners are mentally
perceptive. You may be
uncertain about how to deal'
with a child. Make sure your
rules and regulations are
clear.
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
Attend to bookkeeping and
accounting chores and cut
down on domestic expenditures. Invite an old friend to
dinner. Patience is rewarding.

XQ'

YOU BORN TODAY are
ethical and intellectual. At
home in the academic milieu,
you'd make a fine researcher,
scientist or teacher. You may
have a special talent for law.
More inclined to the professions than business, you're
somewhat philosophical and
would make a good counselor.
Literature and the stage may
also appeal to you. You are
anxious for material success,
but should not let this need
keep you from capitalizing on
your fine mental gifts.
04,

Prints Displayed At Theater

es-soma/
HOSPITAL
PATIENT
Wallace Swan of
Murray has been
dismissed from
Western Baptist
Hospital,Paducah.

Crawford, Murray Art
Guild members.
The collection
includes subjects from
the Southwest and
Central United States

and ranges from
scenes and rustic
structures to abstract
nature and symbolism. Many of the _
prints emphasize texture or smooth tonality. Others contrast
'light and dark or accentuate color gradations.
Crenshaw has had a
broad experience as
a n a m- a-tpur
photographer, having
started his hobby in
the mid 1940's..He is
also a member of the
Photographers Society
of America:'
Although Clark and
Crawford have had a
life-long interest in
On Large Groups
photography, their
experience
technical
'Hand Bogs *Dresses
more recent.
been
has
*Pants *Tops *Skirts •Sweathers
However, all three exhibitors enjoy sharing
*Blazers •Outerweari•Jockets *Coats
I
visual extheir
*Jeans *Blouses
periences with others,
(Sorry This Sok,hclodes Acce.ssor,es or Cosrnetft
t1) a spokesman said.
'
The exhibit will be
on display for the remainder of October.
DOWNTOWN

You Are Invited To Attend
A Special Series Of Sermons
Presented By...

A variety of
photographic prints
are now on display at
the Cheri III Theater
by Robert Crenshaw,
Larrie Clark, and Pat

Anniversary

Prentice Meador, Jr-.

Sale
20Vtoo MrY0

of Springfield, Mo.
Friday
October 16,'81 7:00 p.m.
Saturday
October 17,'81 7:00 p.m.
Sunday
October 18,'81
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.-

'the ClIffrils

!firth

THE

Church of Christ

CHESTNUT

15th & Main
—
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter
H. Conner, 1518
Sycamore Street, will
celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary
on Friday,Oct. 16.
The couple and their
family will celebrate
the anniversary with
an afternoon reception
in the home of a
daughter, Rebecca
- Boyd, Athens,Ga.
Their six children
are Ralph Conner,
Fort Myers, Fla.;
Rebecca Boyd,
Athens, Ga.; Linda
Butterworth, Orlando,
Fla.; Walter Richard
(Dick) Conner,
Mayfield; Shirley
Wilferd, Murray; and
Jerry Conner, Huntsville, Ala.
They also have 18
grandchildren and 13
great grandchildren.

ralauw.

Na„r
-

KING GIRL
Mrs. Rand*.
King, Murray, are'the'
parents of a daughter,
Natasha, Leanne, born
Wednesday, Oct. 7, at
Murray-Caitoway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Liruno
.Biggs of Lciwes and
'Mr. and Mrs. George
King of LaCenter.
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Com,m,unity Events

_
Thursdai Oct.1$
Thursday,Oct.15
Murray Chapter of
Murray Women of
the Moose will not International Reading
meet because of a Association will meet
state meeting but will at 4 p.m. in Room 341,
'
Special Education
meet Oct.22.
Building, Murray
Voters for the State University.
Calloway County
Friday,Oct.16
Public Library will
Twin Lakers Good
have a potluck luncheon in the meeting Sam Chapter will meet
room of the library,at at Columbus Belmonte
State Park with a supnoon.
per of hot dogs, chili,
Calloway County relishes, and desserts
Association for to be served Saturday
Retarded Citizens will at 5 p.m. at the Hugh
meet at 7 pm.in Room and Lame Wallace
215, Special Education campsite.
Building, with Cindy
Clemson and Peggy
Cosmos: The
Williams, instructors, Voyage to the Stars
Adult Activities Class, will be shown at7 p.m.
Comprehensive Care at the Golden Pond
Center, to give a slide Visitors Center, Land
presentation of ser- Between The Lakes. "
vices offered at the
Murray High School
center..
Student Council will
Twin Lakes Antique
host a'reception for all
Car Club will meet at 7 alumni from 1:30 to
p.m. at Gateway
2:30 p.m. at the school
Restaurant, Draffen- cafeteria. All alumni
are invited for the
reception, the pep ralTemple Hill Chapter ly, the football game,
No. 511 Order of the
and homecoming
Eastern Star will meet
dance.
at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Fall festival at
North Calloway
Senior Citizens
Elementary School,
Centers will be open as
follows: Ellis from 10 sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher Club,
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Hazel
will be from 6 to 8:30
and Douglas from 10
p.m.at the school.
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Dexter
at9:30a.m.
Saturday,Oct.17
Xi Alpha Delta
•
Square and round
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30 dancing will be at 7:30
pm. at the Ellis p.m. at the Woodmen
of the World Hall. Center.

Paducah Area
Alumnae of Alpha Phi
will have a salad luncheon with the
Clarksville Alpha Phi
Alumnae at the home
of Shirley Johnson at
11:30. For irdormation
call7174775.
Bauer, bake We.
and yard sale will be
from 9a.m.to5 p.m.at
Dexter Community
Center. Dexter Senior
Citizens are sponsoring the events.
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at
12 noon for lunch in the
lower level of University Center, Murray
State University. A
business meeting will
follow at the home of
Mrs.George Hart.

Alcoholics
Murray squaranadAnonymous and ers will conduct their
Almon will meet at $ second session of
p.m. in the west end of square dance lessons
the 1Ayock and Ex- from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World
Peel
Hall.
Sunday,Oct.11
Octoberfest Celebration featuring entertainment and
refreshments will be
from 1:30 to .5 p.m. at
the Calloway Public
Library. This will be
sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway
County Community
Chorus.

Murray's New Fresh
Seafood Mart
Featuring...

Baptist
Wonten
Meet

*Fresh Shrimp *Fresh Oysters
*Fresh Scallops *Red Snapper
*Live Lobster Also Featuring

The Flint Baptist
Young Women met
Wednesday,Oct. 7, at 7
p.m. at the church.

Murray Business
aid Professional
Women's Club will
open its celebration of
National Business
Bazaar and sidewalk Women's Week with a
sale, including baked prayer breakfast at
goods and lunch, spon- 7:45 a.m. at the Boston
sored by Bethel United Tea Party and a tea
Methodist Church honoring retired
Women, will start at 8 B&PW members from
a.m. at the Legion 2 to 4 p.m. at home of
Hall, Sixth and Maple Tot McDaniel, 902
South 17th Street.
Streets.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Prices Are Competitively Marked
At Current Market Prices
All Seafood & Catfish Sold In
Any QuantitY(pound, Y2 pound,etc.)

Martha Rob Miller
directed the program.
The prayer calendar
was given by Patsy
James.
President Joan
'Gilbert outlined the
numerous upcoming
events for October and
November.
Others attending
were Dee Wilson, Patsy Woodall, Janice
Chapman, and Sondra
Rice.
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Mr.and Mrs. Bob Taylor,Owners
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WE'RE OPEN EVERY
FRIDAY EVENING 'Tit 8:30
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ENTIRE STOCK
SHOES
Regular Values

2000 is 115 00

1
•

rid

5%

litedA•

OFF

1

GENUINE
FUR COATS

<rt-

RABBIT •FOX •OPOSSUM

96Reuire
00q Volutes00
to ISO

Choose
from
three styles

*
*LAYAWAY*
..t.„ NOW 41,&.
dr` FOR •"7114
CHRISTMAS!

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT

A

Dimsead

II

FlOATRIG HEART
4Z35
Lett«
.
Wiello ear Diessead Porches*
, lonerrey of $200.,eon

2 CARAT 1 CARAT
WATERFALL CLUSTER
WHO CAN
USTER
BEAT

PEG Pf6CF

TioS MICE

$3,500
jo

t'inol ^NI

$1200
PEG PPC E

-$1,995 A
„$795
'TTPENDANT
1/4 CARAT
NGS
CLUSTER
SET
Di
FINE DIAMONDS
SET IN 14K GOLD
$450
ion% v2VOTWTW$499
Now ONlv "
MASSIVE
GFNTS $299 I "'Y
`.FULL PAT TW $999
A YONF)C

PEG PPE

"DESIGNER" DIAMOND
CLUSTERS CLUSTER
441.,
•

2,e749
am,

•

1/4 CAPAT D17.,^NC`'
14 K GOI
L -1

GT)f AT kw $399

20%

OFF

BRAS Re9,000 e 2"To3"
r
YOUR LAST CHANCE TO SAVE ON WEST KENTUCKY'S GREATEST SELECTION OF LADIES' FASHIONS
I PLAYTEX®

PANTYHOSE
Buy a name that you can trust
at o sensational speciol price.
Stock up now on these quality
pantyhose from Ploytex.•

JUNIOR

ENTIRE STOCK

MIST"( HARBOR®

PANTS

SUITS

RAINCOATS

There are times when o suit is just
what it takes to be dressed for the
occasion Now is the time to get
that suit at a super savings

Misty Mortar is the famous none
you know and trust for a quality
roincoat Don't pass up a chance to
save on the best. Misty Harbor

Regular
Values
00 to 200 00

Rower Yokes
78 00',

Choose from our entire selection of
fantastic foshton pants the top
names in Junior sized Sportswear.
This is a wardrobe building idea

by

Regular
3 00 toValues
5 95

Regular Values
10

IV

00 to

00

-

201

BUY 2

00

Get el Free

c
ikai

25%

OFF

21300
OFF

OFF

SENSATIONAL

FALL

MAIDENFORM°

QIANA

SWEATERS

JEWELRY

BRAS

COATS

You will discovr a grand assortment
of styles oR colors perfect for
keeping you styled for foshioo and
for warm comfort all winter long

Choose from unique styles of
jewelry designed to accessorize your
every foll look. At these prices you
can get several pieces.

Choose from two styles of these
Pretty Me style bras from this
famous name in foundations Save
more by buying several ot a time

You ore gang to foil m love
with the soft luxury of this.
beautiful coots m Clione plush
nylon velour Very warm tool

Regular Velvet
19 00 to

Regular Pokes
00 to 21 00

lupin yawn
I 50'.

340 00
ISORopier
00 toYokels

36 00

250/0

'A 'A
To

OFF

PEG 0f2tC F $150$99

'700

OFF

6"Tol049 20%

OFF

•

NOW ONLY

ALL DIAMOND
14K. GOLD SOLITAIRE
,0 1 FJLL CARAT)
CHAINS
V8$249

0%
r•lt.

$399
V? $799
rtrc$1,985
1/4

CONVENIENT TERMS & UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY

JEWELERS

JUNIOR & MISSY

VANITY FAIR

FASHION

• DRESSES

ROBES

SWEATERS

Choose from three destinctive styles
in Nylon Trico and quilted fabrics.
These robes will take the chill out
d•Nriflfixoriiiqp
y1110):
Regular Values
45.00 to'65 00

Select seiriral stylish sweaters
film;ow sensational collection.
You-con odd color and excitement
.4fligyvaitt;evirfilv-.
to v

You will find the selection of
styles is the colors and textures
ideal for your Fdl & Winter look...
IF,I fashions! *564in9 On tog
Regular Values
14.00,& More

500 OFF

14.

1

Re9i101'VOW'S

19.00 to 36.00

18°9048" 25% OFF

CORDUROY

BLAZERS
Thew Blazers ore fashion stiondores
for your casual or your dressing looks.
tnd now you can get yours at a super
-4-46:-Ceme in tirboo1ftz:
Regular Volvos
411.00

•
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Mayfield, Carolyn
Renee Greer,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley K. Greer
of 618 Hillside Drive,

rs.-(;firry lynn .M11iller

_ STARTOUR-PROGRAM
BEFORE HALLOWEEN
AND YOU CAN LOSE

15 POUNDS
BY THANKSGIVING

AND 30 POUNDS
BY CHRISTMAS!

CALL TODAY
FOR A FREE
INTRODUCTORY CONSUL TATION

ot,,k AT THE LOsi4t

DIET
CENTER/

Mayfield, became the
bride of Garry Lynn
Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe H. Miller of
Rt. 1, Murray.
The Rev. Clarence
E. Hare, Jr. read the
double ring ceremony.
Preceding the
ceremony, a program
al_ music was
ioreiented by Doug
Vancil, organist and
Mrs. Gary O'Nan,
pianist and soloist.
Marked by simplicity and dignity, the
sanctuary was lighted
by white tapers in
wrought iron spiral
and arched
candelabra twined
with English ivy. On
the altar table was a
large arrangement of
white gladioli, fuji
poms, white daisies,
carnations, baby's
breath and English
ivy. The Unity candle
completed the setting.
Family pews were
marked with white
satin bows and ivy.
The Bride
The bride, escorted
to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents, wore a formal
gown of white knit
organza and chantilly
lace. The molded empire bodice 'was
enhanced by a flounced yoke edged in narrow satin ribbon. The
sheer lace fited
sleeves and banded
neckline were encircled with a matching
ribboned flounce. A
lace overlay created
the flared, skirt that
was finished at the
hemline with a deep
organzan flounce edged in satin ribbon and
applied with reembroidered Chantilly
lace, creating a bustle
effect rising to the
center back waist over
the full chapel length
._Tn_complete the
bridal ensemble, she
wore a stylized lace
derby hat with rolled
brim upswept in the
back and adorned with
a layered pouf of silk
illusion draping to
fingertip length.
The bridal bouquet
was a cascade of white
fuji poms, carnations,
florets, baby's breath
and English ivy
centered with a white
glamellia and tiny blue
bells.
Her only jewelry
was her maternal
great-grandmother's
gold wedding band and
engagement ring.
Attending as matron
of honor was Mrs. Hal
Mix. Bridesmaid was
Mrs. Eddie Reyholds.
They wore identical
floor length gowns of

r1Tc'
-- Cherry Branch

wedgewood blue
ribbon-knit. The high
rise bodice featured a
draped cellar adorned
with dyed to match
venice lace motifs at
the shoulders. They
wore poufs of baby's
breath in their hair.
The attendants carried fans fashioned of
English lace with blue
open roses, blue bells,
baby's breath and ivy.
Serving as best man
was Tommy Chavis.
James Chavis was
groomsman.
Robin Greer, sister
of the bride, was
flower girl and Gabe
Crawford, son of
Sharon Crawford and
Ted Crawford, was the
ring bearer.
Robin wore a formal
length gown of white
polyester dotted swiss
featuring a lace trimmed bodice and butterfly sleeves. She also
wore a pouf of baby's
breath in her hair. She
dropped blue and
white petals from a
wicker basket.
Gabe carried a
pillow of white satin
and English lace trimmed with baby's
breath and bluebells.
John Greer, brother
of the bride, and Donnie Miller, brother of
the groom, served as
ushers.
Mrs. Greer selected
for her daughter's
wtdding a floor length
gown, of burgundy
Quiana. Her corsage
was an ivory cymbidium orchid with a
burgundy throat.
The bridegroom's
mother chose a floor
length creation of pink
polyester lace featuring a tiered skirt and
raised waistline. Her
corsage was an ivory,
pink throated cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Wm.L. Keeton,
maternal grandmother of the bridewore a formal length
gown of aqua marine
quiana and Irish lace.
Her corsage was of
white carnations.
Mrs. H. W. Greer,
paternal grandmother
of the bride, wore a
gown of floral
polyester knit. Her
corsage was of white
carnations.
Reception
Immediately following the ceremony, a
reception was given by
the bride's parents in
the fellowship hall of
the church.
The reception table
was overlaid with a
lace cloth of
candlelight ivory.
Centering the table
was a silver branched
cndelabrum twined
with pastel daisies,
porn poms,and ivy.
The traditional three

tiered wedding cake
was decorated with
confectionary flowers
in pastel shades and
topped with an arrangement of doves,
wedding bells and silk
flowers. The silver
punch bowl completed
the setting.
Assisting in serving
were Kelly East, Lori
Pryor, Gina Sims, and
Mrs. Greg Smith.
White satin rice
roses were distributed
by Misses Rashea and
Bethany Miller.
The guest register
was kept by Mrs. Bobby Clapp at the table
covered in candlelight
ivory lace and
centered with a single
silver candlestick
trimmed with a pink
English tea rose and
ivy.
For her going away
dress, Mrs. Miller
chose a semi sheer
crepe in a raspberry
shade. She wore her
mother's corsage.
Out of town guests
were Mrs. Harry
Mathis," Melber; Mr.
and Mrs. Charles
Beckham, Boaz; Mrs.
Leslie Beckham,
Boaz; Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Miller, Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Stewart, Annabelle Stone, Mary
Chambers, Reba Hendon, Pauline
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Meeting- At Holiday.

reer-Miller Vows Said At Church -
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In a candlelight
ceremony solemnized
Saturday, Sept. 12, at 2
p.m. in First United
Methodist Church,
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Wainscott, Dr. Pauline
Wrigyener, Mr. and
Mrs. William Major topic by giving a
Mrs. Floyd Krueson, and Mrs.
Raymond
history of the performMr. and Mrs. Ronald
Dixon presented the ing arts at the naRogers and Jay, program at the tional,
state and locs1
Devry Rogers, Danny
Magazine Club levels. She said that
Lamb, Ray meeting at the Holiday
the Kennedy Center,
Weatherbee, Andy Inn on Sept_ 24, at
2 Washington, was a livDarnell and Mr. and p.m. with Mrs. Ewin
ing monument to all inMrs. Barry Rose,all of Allbritten.• as
terested in the arts.
hostess.
Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Continuing the She presented some
011ie Williams and
year's theme, Ken- controversial opinions
Tami and Kelly tucky, following a
two concerning governWitherspoon of month's
recess the ment funding as opposPaducah; Capt. and program
subject was ed to private donation.
Mrs. Wm. L. Keeton `of "Beaux Arts."
She mentioned MurHattiesburg, Miss.;
In her discussion of ray's own Children's
Robbie Glover and authors and literature,
Theatre and
Candace Glover, Mr. Major referred
fre- Paducah's Market
and Mrs. Whitley quently to Kentucky
House Theatre along
Greer, Sharon and Authors, a
publication
with many other sumRhonda Greer, Mem- resulting from
an
mer theatre offerings,
phis; Mr. and Mrs. An- English
Class project
Prersident Erma
drew McLeroy, of Sister
Mary Cannel LaFbllette conducted
Patrick, Lisa and Browning,
Brescia a brief business
Kyra Millington, College,
Owensboro. meeting.
Tenn.;Mr. and Mrs. The
study included
Mrs. George Hart
Henry Greer of Herjournalists, novelists, brought devotional
nando, Miss., Mr. and poets,
and authors thoughts stressing
Mrs. Don Greer, from
the immediate
world problems and
Walls, Miss.
locale.
needs.
Rehearsal Dinner
Some familiar
The hostess served a
Preceding the
names were Henry
dessert
at colorful
rehearsal Mr. and
Watterson, Irvin S. tables decorated in fall
Mrs. Joe Miller enter- Cobb,
and Joe
motif.
tained the members of Creason,
journalists;
Twenty members
the wedding party and James
Cotton Noe, were
their invited guests
Jesse Stuart, Stephen
with a dinner at the Foster,
Robert Penn
Colonial House in MurWarren, poets and
ray. An arrangement
novelists; Felix Holt,
of silk flowers in late
Bill Cunningham, the
summer shades
McElraths, Hugh, Sr.,
centered the head William,
and Hugh,
table. Candles comregional writers.
pleted the decoration.
Dixon presented a Researchers in the 19201
The couple
itudy of Kentucky developed some firtemical
presented their attenmusic and art. She compounds that can
dants with gifts at this
greatly-- benefit
us
chose to develop her today—and
tomorrow.
time.

HEALTH

No underlying cause found

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
son had a seizure just after
his 16th birthday. I took him
to the best neurosurgeon in
this area and he told me he
had epilepsy and put him on
phenobarbital. He had a
brain scan along with a
blood sugar tolerance test.
He also had a brain wave
test and all of his tests were
negative. My son is now 19
and last month he had another seizure. It seems before
these attacks he complains
of a nervous stomach. Can
there be any connection
between the two?
I'm sure his doctor is a
fine, capable man but he
can't cOrnmunicate with my
son or me so can you tell me
what is causing the seizures?
I worry that he is treating a
symptom without looking
for the cause. Other than the
seizures my son has always
been healthy and athletic. I
would appreciate any information concerning his problem.
DEAR READER — Your
son's doctor thinks he has
already told you what is
causing your son's seizures
when he told you he had
epilepsy. The story is typical
for this rather common
condition. In many such cases no underlying cause is
ever found. In others we
know it is caused by a specific disease or injury. Some
people develop seizures for
the first time after head

injuries sustained in automobile accidents.
The important thing is to
be sure there is no underlying cause that can be
corrected, rather than
neglected, and I am sure
from your letter that your
son's 'doctor has already
done this. You will understand your son's problem
better after you read- The
Health Letter number 10-8,
Dilepsy: You Can Have It
Too, which I am. sending
you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
As the Health Letter
explains, many people with
such disorders live perfectly
normal lives. In fact some
important people in history,
such as Julius Ceaser and
Alexander the Great, were
epileptics.
The other point you need
to keep in mind is that it is
not always easy to control
seizures_ It often takes a
period of time in evaluating
the individual patient's
responses to different treatments before finding the
best one available. But most
people with this problem can
have the seizures controlled
with various treatment programs now available.

DEAR DR. LAMB — We
have a spoiling grandmother
who gives our 2 and 3-yearold children Halls cough
drops and Rolaids as candy.
Occasionally when we see
her they will get four or
more Halls in one day. She
says they are good for them,
the cough drops clear up
their nose. The children
don't have colds when she
gives them the cough drops.
Could I please have your
opinion on this because I
disagree?
DEAR READER — I'm
sure she means well and just
wants to express her love for
her grandchildren but it is a
bad habit. Halls cough drops
contain one ingredient that
has an adrenaline-like
action. That is why it helps
to clear the nose in patients
who have a stuffy nose from
a cold. It has another ingredient that is a cough suppressant.
Beyond that, it is very bad
to give children medicines,
including antacids, as a substitute for candy. It gives
them the idea that medicines are candies and can
lead to carelessness. Children should be taught to
respect medicines and know
they can be harmful. Try to
encourage grandmother to
show her affection for your
children in a better way,
perhaps by baking cookies
instead of pushing pills.

Hospital Report
1

Beata Clinic C30 Womrp the fall,

off wit4

•
•

10-11-81

Adults 126 Nursery 10
Newborn Admissions
Smith, Baby Boy
(Sheila), Rt. 2 Bx. 168,
Murry.
Peal, Baby Girl
(Wanda), 513 Shady
Lane, Murray.
Dismissals
Laurie Ruth Smith
and Baby Boy, 502
Broad, Murray, Ricky
N. Rushing, 611 N.
Marker, Paris, Tenn.,

Karen D. Coles, E25
Fox Meadows, Murray, George W. Holt,
701 Elm,Benton.
Helen Charlene
Norsworthy, Shady
Oaks, Murray,Paul N.
Reed, P.O. Bx. 105,
Murray, John W.
Lents, Rt. 1 Bx. in,
Benton, Marion Oluf
Wilfred, Rt. 1 Bx.. 480,
Mayfield, Marion
Virgil Setser, Si.-134,
Hamlin

BERMUDA BAG
COVERS
1 ou're Cordially Invited
To Our Free Make Over Clinic
Call The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for an appointment. Hours 1.
5 Thursday & Friday — 753-8272
YOU'LL LEARN the skincare plan that's perfect for you by actually using the products chosen for your special needs.
YOU'll DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing'
your own makeup under the expert guidance of our liscensed.
cosmetologist. •
. The look you achieve will be the one you'll want to recreate again
and again... when you wish tote your mast glowing self.
Coll now or stop by the cosmetic counter for your appointment
with a glorious new,xou
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DEAR ABBY: I have five dallithtera- MY only llan was
killed when he was 16. How do I answer people when they
ask me how many children I have? I feel bad saying I have
only five, because my son is still in my heart Also, if I sav
"I have five girls," I hava:to listen to jokes about having no
bey.. Then I have to IA them of lay only son's death, and
they and I feel bat
So what is the correct answer? My head tells me to answer
five, but my heart says six.
MRS H

On special split rate financing
110/y1150/
o

DEAR MRS. H.: Listen to your heart, and say "l
have five daughters; I lost my only eon when he waa
16."
That will eliminate any "Jokes," and you will feel
better.

By Abigail Van Buren

Man's Short Stature

A P PI 'mono* charges 10,
ISIS AM 11 months

A PA Amon* *homes Sof MS
betanos at rout oorthect

•••
•••••

Looms Large
in Romance
DEAR ABBY:I've been a big fan of yours for a longtime,
but I've never written to you before.
I am 27, white, male, and I'm 4 feet, 6 inches tall and
weigh 95 pounds. I have never had a date with a girl because
all the girls I know are bigger than I am and they don't want
to' go with a runt.
, Abby, I don't want to live the rest of my life single. I'd like
to find a nice little lady and get married.
I've been told that there is a club somewhere in the U.S.A.
for small people. Do you know anything about it? Please
help me if you can. Thank you.
YOUR FAN IN ORANGE, TEXAS
DEAR FAN: The club you've heard about is "Little
People of America." It was organized in 1957 to bring
together people of smaller stature to help them meet
others like themselves and to share valuable information, such as how to get the right kind of jobs,
where to buy clothing in sizes for adults, not children,
etc.
There are chapters of this organization all over the
U.S.A.; they hold district and national conventions
and publish an informative newsletter. They even
have a teen membership. For information about the
chapter nearest you, write to: Little People of
America, Inc., National Headquarters, Box 126,
Owatonna, Minn. 55060. Please enclose a S.A.S.E. as
it is a non-ptofit organization. I recommend it highly.

...on purchase of any new

DEAR ABBY: Recently I received a phone call from the
35-year-old illegitimate child of my deceased husband The
girl said she was anxious to know something about her
father, thus she had traced her lineage and found me.
She knew before contacting me that she had been
conceived within six months after my marriage and that the
affair with her mother,of which I had no knowledge, was an
ongoing thing from before our marriage. She also knew that
her father had died some years ago. She has substantiated
to me the truth of her claim.
This has brought me only heartache. I don't want to know
this woman. I have two daughters and a son whom I love
dearly, and I have no need for this woman to enter my life as
a constant reminder of my husband's infidelity.
Abby„don't adoptees seeking natural parents know when
to stop? Why do they continue their mirth at the rilik of
bringing unhappiness to innocent people?
In this case, the innocent people who could be hurt, in
aadition to me, are her adoptive parentg, her biological
mother's husband and children, and my children.
I beg you to ask those who seek their natural parents to
please consider the heartaches they can bring to others
order to satisfy their own curiosity.
SUE IN SAN FRANCISCO

Case lawnigenien tractor
With Case split rate financing

Annual Percentage Rate IA PR
of 10% will be applied for the first

months of the contract
On the remainder of the contract
the A PR will be 15% Purchase
eleven

must be financed through -I I Case
Credit Corporation Financing
available from 6 to 36 kionths
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Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope tg:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne,Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
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Captivity Leaves
No Scars'
On Ex-Hostage
CINCINNATI (AP)
— After nearly nine
months of freedom,
former hostage
Kathryn Koob says
there are no- scars
from her 444-day
captivity in Iran with
51 other Americans.
"It (the captivity)
was something that
was part of my life,
like going to college or
growing up on a
farm," Miss Koob told
a group of St. Ursula
Academy students this
week. "I've put it
behind me."
There was concern
when the hostages
were released on Jan.
20 that some of them
would suffer
psychological scars
from the ordeal. Miss
Koob, now a press officer with the Foreign
Press Service in New
York City, said she has
no such difficulty.
The captivity has
deepened her interest
in the Middle East and
the turmoil of some of
its countries, however,
she said.
"I am a closer
follower of what is
happening in the Middle East," she said.
"Islamic fundamentalism in many ways
parallels the growth of
fundamentalism in
this country."
A distinction must
be made between that
fundamentalism and
the violent, radical

elements of a society,
Miss Koob said. The
Iranians who tookover
the U.S. Embassy
belonged to the latter
group,she said.
Miss Koob, of Fairfax, Va., said her
religious faith sustained her during the captivity, when she and
one other female
hostage, Elizabeth
Ann Swift, were
segregated from the
men.
"We were never
allowed to see or talk
to the men. We were
allowed only to cook
for the men,"she said.
Still, cooking was a
good change in the daily routine of exercises,
prayer, reading and
contemplation, according to Miss Koob.
"We would usually
end the day at 1:30 or
two in the morning,"
she said. "They (her
captors) liked to come
in the middle of the
night and talk about
executions, move us or
just chat. We were
moved 13 times in 14
months. They let us
sleep pretty much undisturbed during the
night."
Although the
hostages were awarded a gala homecoming, Miss Koob said
she doesn't consider
herself a heroine.
"I had a job to do
and I did it the best I
could in the situation,"
she said.

Compact AM-FM/Cassette Recorder

AM/FM Stereo Cassette/8-Track
With 22"-High 2-Way Speakers

Minisette-10 by Realistic

Clarinettet-103 by Realistic

•

Only 5x9'irx2"

Banwes extra

OU

Reg.
379.95
Play/record system has illuminated VU meters. tuning meter, level
controls, much more. Make cassette copies of 8-trarks
vicf. VP
With dust cover. #13-1209 Tapes not ,nclud•cl

Act now and save $30 on this feature-packed portable' Audible
Cue/Review quickly locates tape selections in fast-forward/rewind.
Variable monitor allows listening to radio at any volume while recording off-the-air. #14-1000

Save on Our Budget
Calculator EC-202 by Radio Shack

Hi-Fi Bookshelf Speaker
MC-600
by Realistic'

The New Management At

Trenholm's
Restaurant
Is Offeriag

i111111111111111111111119111p14\

You

German Pot Roast

$300

(Saesibratea) with Dionpliegs Only
On Tuesday Nights
Deli6effs BBQ Chicken
on Wed. Nights chay $250

011111111111111111111111111111111111111

Hot Tamales With 2 Vegetables
On Thurs. Nights Only

Reg

995'

Mosiffrivaleriag
Filet of Ky. Lake Catfish .1.•
•
Oa Fri. Might, Only $ SO

RENHOLM'S
ESTAORAN
Homestyle Cooking at
Reasonable Prices
1206 Chestnut St.
Next To Dixieland Center
ust a short walk from campus
Hrs. So.m.-9
Mon.-Sot.
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun

Eacy-to-Resd
!raver-Saving
LCD Display
Save $407 on this two-station system
Ideal for campers, rnotorhomes, kitchen to
, patio. NM 66' cable. 043-221

Display is slanted for easy desktop use
Features percent key total memory key
and standard math functions #65-602

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /batik Store or Dealer Nearest You
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MHS Prepares For Homecoming

•

Greenville Looks To Spoil Tiger Festivities
By JIM RECTOR
least two games we
Sports Editor
should have won. At
Homecoming and worst we should be 3-3.
another district con- Russellville gave us
test awaits Murray our worst defeat (27-0)
High School Friday this year, which isn't
night when Greenville to say we won't get
invades for a 7:30 p.m. beat worse later on,
Class A matchup.
but we've not been run
Greenville (1-5) is in off the field, so to
the throes of a heart- speak," Wigglesworth
breaking initial foot- said.
A steadily improvball season of a school
whose student body is ing defense has
barely half that of created turnovers, yet
MHS(3-4 overall). Ron offensive firepower
Wigglesworth coaches hasn't been Greehthe Greenville bunch, vine's strength this
and despite the lopsid- year. Last week in the
ed record, says his team's 18,4 loss to Critsquad is a few breaks tenden County, Greenshort of a .500 season.
ville twice had first
"We have a 1-5 downs inside the
record, but we lost at Crittenden 15 yard line

GET 'EM TIGERS — Murray High assistant coach Jim Harrell shouts encouragement
from the sidelines during last week's 21-14
loss to Trigg County.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector

pedal Savings...

and couldn't convert
either drive into
points.
Against Trigg County two weeks earlier
Wigglesworth said his
squad faced the same
situations — two
drives dying inside the
Wildcat 20— and eventually losing ther
game, 26-0. "I'm not
saying we should have
beaten them, but the
score should have been
16-8 or more respectable than that. Of
course, as my assistant calls them, 'ifs
and buts' don't mean a,
thing."
Greenville's one victory, an 8-6 triumph
over Fulton City, kept
them from the district
cellar this year
although with the trip
to Murray (tied for the
district lead-) and
Ballard Memorial
(third in the district)
remaining on their
schedule, Wigglesworth's optimism
for a more successful
season will be stretched.
"We're capable of
playing with them
-(Kurr.ay) but
realistically the only
chance we have of
beating them will be if
they make mistakes
and we capitalize on
'em." Wigglesworth
said.
Offensive mental
breakdowns and a
"lack of consistency"
have brought trouble
to the Greenville success story this season,
yet Wigglesworth
drills his squad into
believing on any given
night, any given team
can defeat any other
team.

One factor which
could play to Greenville's favor Friday
will be if the Tigers get
caught, with their
minds on Russellville
(5-2 overall, 2-0
district) currently coleader with MHS in the
district.
To overlook Greenville would be an
understandable
tendency, in Wigglesworth's eyes, as
Russellville is "the

Lakers Have Idle
Week Before Grid
Rat-Race Resumes
The Lakers will be
idle Friday after
defeating Reidland, 120,last week.
Calloway County, 62 overall and 3-0 in
district play, leads the
district and needs"Ime
league victory to
clinch the school's first
football title. Crittenden County will be
the next Laker opponent in the Oct. 23 contest at Laker Stadium.
Both Crittenden County and Webster Cpunty
the following week will
be district contests.
Mathematically,
Lone Oak, a team
beaten by the Lakers,
14-6, is the only district
opponent with an outand-out chance of taking the title. from
CCHS. Lone Oak is 4-3
overall,- 2-1 in district
play with -Webster
County and Urion

1 Racers To Play 1
Without Broadnax I Premier
Murray State added
another player to its
injured-and-out list
Wednesday when offensive tackle Vernon
Broadnax was sidelined with a strained
knee.
Broadnax will miss
Saturday's game at
Middle Tennessee and
will be tentative afterwards. Replacing the
6-6, 375-pound senior
will be part-time
starter Edgar Curtin,
a junior.
Broadnax is the.se—
cond Racer this week
to suffer a sidelining
injury after defensive
back Ed Elzie underwent an operation for
an abdominal hernia
Monday night.
"I feel sorry for the
team," said Racer

"See Our Homecoming
Window Display,lust
For You."

Homecoming Mums
For All Schools
Available in Fresh or Silk.
Order Early St Get Yours $7SO
- AND Ur
Personalised

The Flower Basket

f

Open 8-5 Daily

753-9514

609/
1
2 So.4th

Murray, Ky.
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Ballard Memorial and
Ballard had a lot of injuries and it wasn't a
"I'd have to give good indication of
•
Russellville the edge what Murray could
•
right now, comparing do."
Headliners on the
them with Murray,
because they seemed Greenville squad inmore like a machine,a clude defensive tackle
little sharper overall. Lester Wefts,.a 6-2, 240Of course I may pound junior, with
change my mind after strength, quickness
Friday night," Wig- and good overall
glesworth admitted, range. Seniors Mike
"because I've • only Bilbro and Ty Brown
seen MHS against are stalwarts in the
defensive backfield
that should provide an
interesting night for
Tiger quarterback
David McCinston and
the MRS receiving
carp:—
Kickoff is 7:30 p.m.
with Homecoming
County remaining on ceremonies preceding
their district schedule. the game.
Provided CCHS lost
HOMECOMERS — Tiger fans will be treated with a Homecoming
both of its remaining
celebration Friday when Murray High School hosts district opponent
district games and
Greenville at7:30 p.m.Tigers loddnglo make the celebration a success
Lone Oak won twice,
include MHS quarterback David McCuiston (dark jersey above) and
the Oakers would win
defensive regulars Craig Crawford (tackling runner below),Greg Cain
the crown by a single (St below)and John Purdoni(66 below). —Staff photos by Jim Rector
game.
Crittenden County,
2-5 overall and- 1-2 in
se
district play could take
the title if they.
defeated OCHS, won
the rest of their
district shcedule and
neither the Leiters,
Lone Oak, nor Union
County recorded
another district win.
Reidland also is a
long shot with a -1-2
district mark with
Ballard Memorial and
Webster County remaining. Webster
County is an even
longer shot with an 0-2
league mark, 1-5
overall.
best team in Class A in
the area."

BARGAIN
OF THE MONTH

ioiii
QUANTITIES LIMITED

VISEGRIP
Quantities
Limited

coach Frank Beamer
concerning the loss of
the senior defensive
back, "but I feel even
more sorry for Ed.
He's the type of player
who enjoys the game
and plays hard all the
time. The loss of Vernon is tough to take
too. We're hoping he'll
come back because
we'll definitely need
him down the stretch."

MSU Netters
Blanklady_
Pacers, 9-0
Murray State's
women's tennis team
swept a 9-0 match
from host University
of Tennessee this week
and face a home
match of their own
Friday and Saturday.
MSU team members
April Horning,Sherryl
'Rouse,Carla Ambrico,
Cheri Simmons,Kathy
Outland, and Liz Hendon recorded singles
victories at Martin.
MSU will host
Southern Illinois, East
Tennessee
. I and
Western Illinois this
weekend at the university courts beginning
Friday afternoon.

Reg.
7.19

now

3

now

79
While &gasifies Last

LOCKING
PLIERS
Vise Grips are the original
pliers with adjustable
jaws that lock 'Securely
but release easily. 7-inch
Vise Grip also has wire
Cutter.
7WR •
vrOCrromemorobrer.....

While
Supplies

.11•••}1."0.10.

You'll be burning bulbs
longer as days get
shorter, so stock up now
with a case of twelve
60-watt and,eight 100watt bulbs.
VE19020
Ouanaies.lirnited.

Curdi Says 'Pressure's Off'
"He said a lot of the
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)— Kentucky foot- pressure was off and
ball Coach Fran Curd, the team could just go
breaking silence on the out and have some fun
question of his future now and try to win
with the Wildcats, told some games,"said the
his players he would source, who attended
not resign and said Tuesday's meeting but
their 1-4 season could asked not to be
be salvaged, ac- identified.
Curd was outspoken
cording to a source.

Sawdust Day
AUTOMATIC
CAN OPENER
Sharp electric opener is.
a functional bargain for
your kitchen! Hardened
steel blade, magnetic
lid holcflir.
5-121
r•••••'

Saturday Oct. 17,-9-3 p.m.

For Those Who Try Out A Saw In The Demonstration

Bar Oil $1.00

—0•11.01.1.01.

Murray Home & Auto •rwli
Phone
753-2571

gallon

Lhalt One To Ate/Homer

A Rep. wit! be '
Here To Demonstrate and Also
Answer Any Questions

•

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

The Lady Lakers
An injured foot from veterans from last
suffered similar luck
a pickup basketball year's squad.
game sidelined
"It's things like this placing fifth in the
Calloway County cross that make a coach stay five-school meet.
Scoring for the
country runner Paul up all night and grow
Vought and will end grey hairs," Nix Lakers were Mike
Wicker (15th), Barry
his racing days for this moaned.
season.
Vought's absence Knight (16th), Mike
"I'm just sick about added to the Leiters' Harland (19th), Mike
the whole thing. Paul disappointment at Garrison (20th), and
was a co-captain on finishing third in a Ernie O'Brian (23rd).
Point-getters for the
the team and we will five-team meet at Ft.
certainly be hurting Campbell earlier this Lady Lakers were Andrea Hudgins (20th),
_him." said week. Clarksville patty Doyle (23rd),
IVerthwest
(Tenn.f•
CCHS coach Jim Nix,
who was shooting for finished first overall Stacy Taylor (29th),
his second straight with 29 points while Ft. Kristine Miller (30th)
visit to the- regional Campbell took second and Stacy Wuest
with 30. CCHS placed (32nd).
competition this year.
Today CCHS hosts
third at 93, MadisonThe loss of Vought ville, Ky., was fourth St. Mary's and Fulton
was a crucial blow to with 126 and City in a tri-meet at
the team which is Nashville's Brentwood the course on the Murdown to only two run- Academy was fifth ray Country Club
ners out of seven with 140.
grounds.

You're Invited To

499

CASE OF 20 Last
Value Bright
Frosted Light Bulbs

Laker Runner
Suffers Ankle Injury

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Farm Supply Store

wy.94E.

Murray, Ky.

753-7862

this summer about
Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.'s effort to have him
replaced by former
National Football
League coach George
Allen. After the season
began, however, he
declined to talk to
reporters about
speculation that he
would be ousted.
Curci, who is 45-47-2
in his ninth year at
Kentucky,.-has- three
years remaining on his
contract. He
presumably would collect that salary if he
was fired.
"He just came right
out front and said, 'I
.will not resign,' "the
source said. "He said .
he had never been a
quitter and he wasn't
qui.itingnow."
•
- Cadillac) told the
team the season was
not lost, despite Kentucky's 1-4 record, the
source said.
"He said he thought
this was still a pretty
good team and that
something good was
going to come from all
this,".the source said '
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Greene's Crop Of Frosh Sees MSU
As Promising Proving Ground
By JIM RECTOR
Speetaliditor
Three rookies _will
Join the rankii of Murray State's basketball
squad thig season and
the testing Starts today
when the team begins
its official practice
schedule in Racer
Arena at3 p.m.
Although seven
newcomers will wear
the Gold and Blue for
tlk first time this year
(including three redshirt transfers and one
junior college
transfer) coach Ron
Greene will initiate
three willing freshmen
into the work-a-day
world of college
basketball.
One area lacking in
the Racers'17-10 alignment of a year ago was
inside board strength.
Greene set a
recruiting priority to
rectify that situation
and all three rookies
appear at first glance
to fit the bill.
Vada Martin has
shown the best early
promise with a 6-7, 190pound frame to back
up an impressive list
of high school credentials. Hailing from
Robert E. Lee High
School in Mon._
tgomery, Ala., Martin
posted 16 points and 11
rebounds per game on
a balanced, yet traditionally tough prep
squad.
Insiders say Martin
has the potential to
become another Wiley
P e c.k , All Southeastern Conference and later turning pro, who hails from
Robert E. Lee as well.
Ricky Hood, another
product of Robert E.
Lee, has also saddled
with the Racers after
transferring from
Mississippi State and
sitting out the required
season as a redshirt. .
Martin, besides adding inside muscle,
should be an MSU
asset with his consistent outside range.
Another 'Barna
transfusion to the
Racer recruiting crop
is 6-5, 195-pound forward Sidney Bolden
from Birmingham.
"I think I've got as

Sanders tallied M
"Everything coach looking forward to
Greene and them said 7 *Ting hetet although points and 10.5 rehas tome true. We're realistically it'll pro- bounds per game for
all getting a fair shot. bably be tartisraay -11mitivan High and was
It's not like some of the of our freshmen to credited with 99 blockother schools who said start right away ed -shots. - his minor
one thing and -when-- tiecatiarofailliteethee
Although the
they got you on cam- talent we've got on the
freshman recruits
pus it was different squad,"Sanderssaid.
may not see action imfrom what they told
Sanders pointed to mediately their
you," said Bolden, who
his overall strength as presence will be apaveraged 23.2 _points
biggest asset to the
his
One of the main and 12.4 rebounds his Racers and added his parent 'from a "pure
reasons the Class 4A senior year, at Phillips bulk is home-grown practice" standpoint,
says MSU associate
All-Stater signed with High:
help from coach Steve Newton.
Finally, the Racers with a little
MSU was the honesty
heredity.
"They will make the
and fair-mindedness of boast the services of 6- "I was raised on a rest of the team better
the MSU recruiters. 6, 210-pound Rob
And Bolden, one-half Sanders, a big ol' farm and my dad's a overall because the
of one of the most pro- farmboy type from pretty big guy (6-3, team will have better
240-pounds) My mom's players all around to
lific scoring duos in Sullivan, Mo.
.
"It
feels
good
to
be
ranks
father
is 6-5 and used practice against. And
prep
Alabama
,
last year, saw enough at a place where to play basketball a the only way you get to
recruiters to know a basketball is at the top long time ago. I guess I be a better ballplayer
straight deal from a of the list with the peo- get most of my size is to play against better opponents."
ple in the area. I'm from him."
snow job.
good a chance as
anyone to see some
playing time, but I've
got to werlron tam&
ing the ball more. I
know what to do when
I've gotit,lhoitth,aM
coach Greene's a fair
coach who'll give
everyone an equal
chance," Bolden said.

1981-82 RACERS — (front row from left) Mike McDuffen, Lamont Sleets, Tom Adams; (second
row from left), Jeno Hayden, mgr., Billy Garrett, mgr., Glen Green, Kenney Hammonds, Tony
Slaughter, Brien Stewart,Sidney Bolden,Scott Shouse, mgr., Guy Purr, mgr.,(back row from left)
assistant coach Charlie Haak, assistant coach Mike Dill, trainer Crandall Woodson, Rob Sanders,
Mike Brady, Ricky Hood, Sammy Curran, Vada Martin, Mike McKinney, Walt Davis, associate
coach Steve Newton,and head coach Ron Greene.
—MSU photo by Barry Johnism

Yankees Batter A's, 13-3
NEW YORK(AP) —
T h e New York
Yankees broke loose
for seven runs in the
fourth inning Wednesday, highlighted by
Dave Winfield's tworun double and Lou
Piniella's three-run
homer, and battered
the Oakland A's 13-3
for a 2-0 lead in the
American League
Championship Series.
Willie Randolph and
Jerry Mumphrey triggered the big inning
with run-scoring
singles to erase a 3-1
Oakland lead as the

Yankees overcame the
loss of slugger Reggie
Jackson, who suffered
a slight calf strain an
inning earlier.
Piniella, Jackson's
replacement, put the
game out of readi. His
home run...capped an
asault that began
against 14-game winner Steve McCatty and
continued against
Dave Beard, who was
tagged for three
singles, a double and a
home run by the first
five batters he faced,
the most consecutive
in American League

championship history.
The Yankees continued to pound their
way into the record
books when Graig Nettles, who had only one
hit, a single, in 17 atbats against
Miltvaukee in the East
Division playoffs, cap-

ped a 4-for-4 game
with a three-run
homer in the seventh.
The old mark of 12
runs in a league
championship series
game was set by the
Los Angeles Dodgers .
against Pittsburgh in
1974.
Nettles drove in all
the Yankees' runs in
their series-opening 31 victory Tuesday
night with a basesloaded double.
The third game in
the best-of-five series'
is scheduledfor Thursday night in Oakland.

unmatched

Truck Load
Sale
Lowest Prices In
The State Of Kentucky
Special Prices Good
For This Sole Only

Expos Even Series With Dodgers
LOS ANGELES
(AP) — Ray Burris
tossed a five-hitter and
broke a three-year-old
Dodger Stadium jinx
Wednesday night by
beating rookie
sensation Fernando
Valenzuela and the
Los Angeles Dodgers
3-0, tying the National
League Championship
Series at one victory
apiece.
Burris worked out of
several precarious
situations, and as the
Dodger bats were
quieted, the Expos'
came alive.
Montreal scored
three runs off Valenzuela in his six-inning
stint with seven hits,
including a runscoring double by Warren Cromartie and an
FtBI sintle by Tim
Raines in the second
inning.
Burris, Montreal's
second season ace,
limited the Dodgers to
five singles, struck out
three and walked two.
Since 1979, the Expos had lost 10 straight
at Dodger Stadium,
including a 5-1 decision
in Tuesday night's
series opener. They
desperately needed a
split to avoid returning
home down by two for
Friday's third game.
.v eot.to Valen-_,Ariien he—ha!
been most vulnerable.
The rookie left-hander from Sonoma,
Mexico, has been a
slow starter in several
of his outings, and the
Expos took advantage
of it Wednesday night.
The victory was only
the second for Montreal in their past 21

AVAILABLE

appearances at
Dodger Stadium in
four years,and the Expos' first against
Valenzuela this year.
Valenzuela beat
Montreal 6-1 at Olympic Stadium in May
and notched a 3-2 vic-

tory over the Expos
here later in the same
month. With a
near-capacity crowd
of 53,463 at the old
Chavez Ravine
ballpark Wednesday •
night, however the Expos broke the jinx and

emerged with as much
as they could have expected here — a split
and a chance.

• On This Winter's
Heating Bills
U. L. Listed - T.V.A. Approved

Friday'sGame
Los Angeles(Reuss 104) at
Montresl(Rogers 12-8)(n)
Saturday's Game
Los Angeles at Montreal

10%OnRebate
Ail
1981

Base Price

1982

2 1-oor Sedans • 4 dace Settle,'

Hwy.68(Next To Red Ace)
Cadiz, Ky.

10%

—

Phone 522-6891
Nights
924-9982 or 522-6761.
JEEP CJ
C.J Ss andGJ`•

128-

October 130
It

4. 11111k
JEEP SCillif

$750.00 Savings on Cherokees-Wagoneers
$500.00 Savings On'Trucks
— •

-Ciiiiie4y=foro Test Iiiiive On These.fins.Y!14441es
Make A Bi Savin s Now!

Cain's

753-6448
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SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend Friday night's game

Murray High
Hosts

•

Greenville
Friday Night
at 7:30 p.m.

•

The contest will be The Tiger's Homecoming as well as a district matchup.
7S3 b6Sts

Murray
Electric
System

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

Good Luck Tigers

Purdom
Motors
At Five Points
753-5782

401 Olive
753-5321
"All The Way Tigers"

L.D. Workman
Owner

From Mr. Gotti's

Randy Thornton
Heat & Air Conditioning

, MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

Heating. Air Conditioning
Commorciol Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

802 Chestnut 753-8181
Murray, Ky.

Roberson's Nib Burger
Inn

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

SHIELD OF SHELTER

1982 MUSTANG
High Exdament

Nth MOW

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Parker Ford
701 Melo 753-11273

I
C)1
6

For your
HEALTH LIFE HOME CAR

0.h-fled By
Mildred & Harley Roberson
Famous for Pit Barbecue,
' Homemade Pips &
Plate Lunches

HIGH EXCITEMENE
HIGH MILEAGE
LOW PRI :Istk.

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

IEL.Cr
OF
SHELTER
DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753-044S

tab
SHELTER INSURANCE

1/%10,

-shoe
tree
Southside Manor

Jones Landscaping 0,
_
1.

.NagInvirleistx,ms•rrc.
..

Phone 7511725
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

otmedy MIA)

Apt
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Getting settled
made simple.

WKMS To Air'Friendship Festiva_
Special programs
Including many live
performances will
highlight the VIKKIS, FM, 91.3, "Friend'. ship Festival," Nov.
t. 44 from Murray
:•,..SLate University.

The festival, a
semi-annual fund
raising campaign,
helps to finance
operation of the fine
arts radio station including production of
many local pro-

:MHS Graduate

-Gets Scholarship
Charles Beaman,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Beaman, 1506
Johnson, Blvd., has
:been selected to
: receive a United
, States Army ROTC
;four-year scholarship
;commencing with the
• 1981-82 school year.
Army ROTC
- scholarships pay for
• college tuition, tex.
tbooks, laboratory
fees and other
academic expenses.
Scholarship cadets
also receive a taxfree living allowance
of up to $1,000 each
school year.
Selection of ROTC
scholarship winners
is based on leadership, extracurricular and
athletic activities
rank in class and college board on ACT

scores.
A 1981 honor
graduate of Murray
High School, Beaman

Charles Beaman
was a member of the
band, editor of the
Tiger Yearbook,
member of Hi-Y and
member of the National Honor Society.
He .is attending
Murray State University majoring in preengineering.

grams, according to
station program
director Mark Welch.

open Wednesday,
Nov. 4, at p.m. with
a unique seised= of
music hosted
As a part of the
staff
campaign, telephone
Joe
member
pledges will be accepted during the Jackson.
five-day campaign. - On Thursday, Nov.
And persons will be 5, a special edition of
encouraged to visit classical music in
the studios located on "Masterwork
the sixth floor of the Showcase" is schedulPrice Doyle Fine ed at 10 a.m. Live
Arts Building at Mur- performances will be
broadcast from the
ray State.
station studio from 1Persons donating 4 p.m. and from 8-11
during the festival p.m.
may receive the
On Friday, Nov. 6,
WKMS-FM program a second edition of
guide, "Air Fare," "Masterwork
which each month Showcase" is schedullists the station's ed at 10 a.m. to be
alternative pro- followed by live
gramming such as studio performances
radio dramas, public. by Murray State
affairs programs, Stadents and faculty
classical, jazz and members.
folk music.
On Saturday, Nov.
The festival will 7, a special presenta-

r
CPulavnols-rg

UP TO

700

session titled "Peer
Response Groups and
Conferencingt7 which
focuses on ways tirinvalve students in
evaluating and re.sponding' to their own
writing. The methods
presented are those used by a number of
faculty members in
the freshman composition program at Murray State.
-
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Parker Ford Inc.
Main St. Murray
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Faculty Members Speak
Two English facufty
members at Murray
State University — Dr.
Charles R IDuke,
director of freshman
composition, and Roy
A. Helton, instructor
spoke recently at
,the Southwest
, Regional Conference
on English in the TwoYear Collage in Little
Rock, Ark.
They presented a

•
IS,-,.,. dissmases sss
Ohs•MUNI WW1sot
tion of the live "Front a live studio proIs per lessees. Ws my Is• s• be, yes sob* lb,
Porch" program will gram
eseshol my eon ssighilarbessi Ow shows/ atom
The festival has
begin at 7 a.m. At 9
Sow dot? ••••0001006. Sasesal sttmelion. Li
a.m., a special edi- been conducted since
-rill lasts is say* los Ilms and •••••y.
tion of "Thank 19711 and has became
await •1 gifts Ow yiser
Heavens It's Satur- _a major source of
IlkIlat•elas tor yew *all
day," is scheduled -funding for the fine
11 Cif 'Mr 11 Upton
and will be followed —arts university radio
Mary Hanullon 334670
001340
Ktng
by more "Front Station.
Porch" music from 25 p.m.
11110101*
Saturday night also
will be special with a
111•S.
V,
folk music marathon
Wee*
from 7 p.m. until 2
a.m.
On Sunday, Nov. 8,
We Seil
a "Battle of the Big
Nothing Ihrt Molest
Bands" will be aired
from noon until 5
p.m. hosted by staff
announcer Bobby
Bryan and his wife
Terri as each plays
Fruity Acres Spedded
favorite selections.
111
30 Li. Sal
Sunday night will
feature a musical
Frosty Acres
"free for all" with all
WKMS-FM regular
36 Cow? 6 Lb Sot
F
hosts participating in
awoke Fd4O-OLh.Av.
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HIGDON FURNITURE OF MAYFIELD

ABSOLUTE
LIQUIDATION

.4

OVER $350,000 INVENTORY TO BE SOLD

ALL MERCHANDISE
WILL BE SOLD
15,000 S.FT. BUILDING
AND ADJOINING PROPERTY
FOR SALE OR LEASE!
NWY 45 ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE

_

z

INVENTORY
30% OFF
HIG DON
FURNITURE
MAYFIELD •
-1110111247-7710
as 45 ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT
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oe4F REPLACE SHOPP
Going-Out-of-Business
Sale!
*Murray Location Only: Olympic Plaza*
All Items In Stock Reduced For
Immediate Sale

50% Off

Most Items
(some items less than cost)

Defiance-Mpster's
Inserts and Stoves Choice

'40000

Reduced Up To
T.V.A. Approved

1981
Amber II
Insert
Only
Reg.$749.95

$57J45

Used
Ember Hearth
Inserts
Save

pecialRidingClass To Begin
By SUSLE LAWTON
H.O.R.S.E. is ready
for action again!
Horse Opportunities
and Riding for Special
Equestrians is a community program under
the direction of
Calloway County 4-H
and MSU Special
Education.
Horseback riding for
the handicapped is not
only recreational but
therapeutic. It can
help assist in the
development of self
esteem, confidence,
motivation and coordination.It is a positive
experience that can
help to develop a sense
of responsibility.
Perhaps the most
exciting aspect is the
trainers work with
abilities not
disabilities. The riders
experience the joy of
learning to control
their environments.
The program also offers community
members the opportunity to help share
that joy as volunteers.
Dependence on
volunteers is total, as

People are
different.
Life Insurance
programs are
different.

ASK ME

about Life
Insurance
for your way
of living

State Farm Lit.
Insurance Company
Monte Ottecir
Bloomington, Illinois

$300"

no one is paid. Three
, the
There will be Wednesday at)
volunteers are needed volunteer training ses- above listed times.
for each rider (one sions and a short film The last session will be
leader and 2 presentation at the Ex- Dec. 16. For further insidewalkers).
po Arena on Oct. 21. formation, applicaThe leader of the Sessions will be from tions for participation
horse controls the 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 and and volunteer sign-up,
gaits the horse goes from 3:90p.m.to5:30. 'contact the MSU
through. Therefore,
Riding sessions will Special Building 762the child is not at begin Wednesday, 2446. Volunteers are
anytime attempting a Nov. 4 and will con- needed especially for
task he is unable to tinue on every the morning group.
control. At some point,
an individual may be
able to control a horse
indep.endently.
However, that would
be determined by the
instructor.
Murray Satate chaeological ManageSide walkers are
University will be the mebArea.
people who walk along
host for a conference
Sir. Ken
the side of the horse to
today and Friday to in- professor Carstens,
of ansee that the child itiate an armaintains balance. If chaeological resource thropology, and Kit
the child loses protection planning Wesier, staff archaeologist, will reprebalance, the volunteer
process for West Ken- sent the
archaeology
is there to help him
tucky.
program at Murray
regain his balance.
The conference is
Safety will be of the sponsored by the State.
greatest concern. Heritage Division of
More than 20 other
Special safety equip- the Kentucky Department will be used for ment of the Arts and archaeologists with
research interests in
the handicapped, such
partially funded by the the Jackson Purchase
helmets
as
and belts so U. S. Department of
that volunteer side the Interior. Its pur- and lower Cumberland
walkers can help con- pose is to identify River area will partrol the students threats to ar- ticipate, including
state archaeologist Dr.
balance.
chaeological sites and R. Berle Clay. Anne
to produce recommen- Armstrong Thompson,
Life insurance needs
dations for future Kentucky's deputy
depend on age. family
survey and site protec- state historic presersae. income and
financial goals That s
tion efforts in the West vation officer, also will
why your life insurance
Kentucky Ar- attend.
program Should be
tailored to your needs
Let the help ;op select
life insurance for
your way of h vog

753-9627

Culpepper To Give
Nursing. Lecture

Rebecca C. Culpep- planned as part of the
per, assistant pro- -Homecoming weekend
fessor and director of on the campus.
nursing continuing Graduates of the nurseducation at Vander- ing program at Murbilt University, will ray State will also
deliver the first Dr. have a banquet at 5
Ruth E. Cole p.m. in the ballroom of
Distinguished Lecture the University Center.
at Murray State
Culpepper's subject
University on Friday, for her address is
Oct. 30.
"Power and AuthoriTo begin at 10:30 ty."
a.m. in Mason Hall
The lecture series is
(Nursing Building), being established to
the program has been honor Dr. Cole, who
served as both director
of nursing education
and chairman of the
Department of Nursing before her retirement in 1977.
Culpepper, a former
executive director of
the Tennessee Nurses'
Association, joined the
nursing administration faculty at Vanderbilt in 1977. She has
also served on the
faculty at the University of Tennessee at
Nashville, Northeast
Mississippi Junior College, the Gilfoy School
of Nursing in Jackson,
Miss., and the Baylor
ir
School of Nursing in
Dallas.
Her nursing experience includes
University Hospital in
Jackson, Miss., and
Baylor University
Hospital in Dallas.
Active in many professional roles,
Culpepper is well
known as a lecturer
and instructor.She has
had a ntunber of articles published in professional journals and
magazines.
• She earned the B. S.
degree at the Baylor
When it's comfort your back
University School of
needs. Sealy Posturpedic' delivers
Nursing and the M. S.
a firm statement of comfort. Designed
degree at Tennessee
in cooperation with leading orthopedic
State University.
surgeons, for no morning backache from
Cole served Murray
sleeping on a too-soft mattress.
State University and
its nursing program
from 1949 until her
retirement, with the
exception of a twoyear stint in the U.S.
Navy Nurse Corps.
The diploma program
was begun in 1948 and
expanded into a baccalaureate program in
1964.
Since her retirement
from Murray State,
Cole has served two
years on the faculty at
Harding College in
Searcy, Ark., and a
year as director of the
• Hospice Pcogram at
t_k_rrarZalloway,
t
f-Try.it-faraileiglaw
.s'hatie 3[7'1-eat ititirrnri§g
If you aren't completely.satisfied She is a captain in
we'll buy it back
the U.S. Navy Nurse
Corps Reserve.
Cole earned the BS.
degree at the University of Texas, the M.A.
degree at Teachers
College, Columbia
University, and the
Ed.D. degree at Indiana University.

5-1 Grower $725
100 Lb.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
TVA
Approved

Sealy Posturpedic®
our statement of comfort.

Miscellaneous Light Fixtures
2-Stone Planters
1-Ben Franklin Stove
26-Glass doors,(Hearth Craft &
Portland Williamefte
Reduced 50%
Hand Carved Wood Bellows($49.00 Value)
..$12.50 Each
AllSizes Fireplace Grates
$15.00
All Fireplace Tool Sets
50% Off
All Wall Decor
50% Off
Fireplace Andirons
$5.00 Pair
Some Free Standing Fire Screens
• Best Offer
Mischellenous Flu Systems.& Black Pipe
30% Off
*All Warranty Items Still Backed By Paducah Fireplace Shop

•THE
SintOPPE

IRECILACE

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.753-4150
FirstCorne First Serve

BEST

COPY
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Cause Of Crash
Could Be Pilot

•

Carl Hamilton,Kentucky's Western Waterland(KWW)Board Member and CH.Dean,Jr., Clairman,TVA-Board of Directors, were among those attending the recent Dedication of The HomeplaceHu in TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LBL),a 170,000-acre national recreation area.

WASHINGTON
(APt The pilot of a
Marine Corps plane
that crashed onto the
aircraft earner N trnitz
last May had up to 11
times th.e
recommended dosage
of a cold remedy in his
system, a congressman said
Tuesday.
The pilot and 13
other people died as
a result of the crash.
An autopsy on the
-body disclosed
the presence of 9
micrograms per
deciliter of the drug
brompheniramine, an
antihistiznine used to
ease cold symptoms,
Rep. Joseph P. Addabbo, D-N.Y., said m
a statement.
By contrast, physicians normally
prescribe dosages that
would achieve a concentration of only 0.8

to 1 5 micrograms in
the body, he said.
Addabbo said there
is no way to say for
certain that the drug
caused the accident,
but noted that
concentrations of
mod)catxm can cause
dizziness, fatigue,
blurred vision.
euphoria, nervousness
and other side effects
Although brompheniramine generally
is dispensed by.
r C.3S
n
investigators determined that the pilot
had no prescription
and nothing in his personal effects indicated
use of the drug, said
Addabbo, chairman of
the House defense appropriations subcommittee.
Navy officials have
identified the pilot as
• Marine 1st Lt. Steve E
White, 27, a native of
Houston,Texas.
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Swanson Chicken

FILLING

$119—MAVIS

Prices GM
11-15 lbra 1.71

RN

2/89c
2189c
2189c

101/2 oz.89c,,

e
Green Giant Cream Style

CORN.r--

17 oz.

.

Green Giant Cut Green

BEANS

17oz.

C

ider:

17 oz.

Rogu Traditional Spaghetti

SAUCE

$59
1

460i. jug

WM* SI SO idafrirsisi
Praha's* I schishog
isabecco Dory Preshrts

Toilet
Tissue

69c

Dills

16 oz

2189c
s'
r

14oz.

'

Tomato

ki

Limit 1

4 Roll Pk.

$119

Heinz

Ketchup

4

Eagle Brand Condensed

MILK

Bonus Special 111
Choice of 1 With
S12.50 Order
•
Both With
125.00 Order /
All 3 With
135.00 Order

$117

Chemin

Vlasic Hamburger

Green Giant French Style Green

BEANS

1
3 lb. Cos

Lucky leaf Apple

17oz.

Fos Singles

& Couples In
Best Halloween
Costume
Music By
Dee Dee Lie
& The Country
Music Bond
at 6:00

@Se0 Pk •
,
sd
Crisco
Shortening
„dr

• New forit-iliono
Mon -Then 87004 00
800100
Fri

Green Giant Whole Kernel.

CO

Tree Planting At 4:30 p.m.
Dedication of Pork
5:00 p.m.
Cash Prises

- 1111111

ClOW.M11
14e
.
ircococl.744Laaricilt•
lutky Leaf Cherry Pie

estival
At Hazel's
ommunity Center
Saturday Oct. 17
Starting at 3:00 p.m.

32 Ox.

Limit 2
wth S13 SO Addisporr

With S 1 2 SO Addriartal
Praha's* tathidai
Tobacco / Dewy Prodarte

Praha's,I %Eluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Bush Chili Hot

16oz

Real Lemon
Fantastic All Purpose

CLEANER

Osage

$119 LEMON JUICE

22 oz

.32u.$129

clic ion

PEACHES
IN Heavy Syrup .

. 29 oz

38 oz tg

Al Steak

Mealtime Dog

FOOD

25 Lb. Bog

$189

SAUCE

10oz.

Faygo

U.S. Choice
Extra Lean

SAUCE

10 oz

21$1

Aunt 1emimo Self Rising
Corn Meal
5 lb

Nobisco Vanilla

COLA

2 liter

99c WAFFERS

-

Barna Blackberry

Boma Strawberry

Ground

French's BBQ

PRESERVES

16 oz.

$119 JAM------

Chuck
$1

79
i

lb.

U.S. Choice
Boneless Arm Cut

ft
Bacon

Steak

•

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Owen's Best
Sliced Slob

•

Chuck
Roast

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

lb.

DELI

MEATS
lb. $179

U.S. Choice Boneless Short
l.13.

$189

Field 1 lb. Wieners

Economy Ground 3-4 lb. pkg.

EGGS

doz. 79

Grade 'A' Large

EGGS

doz.

Grade A Medium

EGGS

73'
67'

MILK

PRODUCE

BOLOGNA

Golden Del
lb. $199

Owen's-Best B

BEEF

,,n29..,
9:_•!i9itIllott
a.
lb

$29

j

,b$44

HAM

MILK

gal

Flay-0 Rich

59c&69c

PEARS
Golden Ripe
144 Ilas

mnAinma

MAGIC ONE
Hyde Pork Homogenized

49C
lb

Milk
Hyde Pork

$1
I
gal

.

Ocean Spray Fresh 12 Oz
$329
lb

CRANBERRIES,

P21 ;1

-BUTTERMIK

19c loCal MILK

/.
*is;

• s

Hyde Pork

Owen's Best 88Q &shed

.S. Choice Rib Eye

1b13

Bartlett

Owens Best Deli Baked

HAM

Fancy Head

LETTUCE

lb $1" CHICKEN
lb $129

APPLES

Hyde Pork Homogenized

VET.

$/29
lb. U

Owen's Best Whole BBQ

Fields Center Cut Smoked Pork
- '

111/41W--

Large

Eckrich All Meat

U.S. Extra Leon Stew

MEAT
RIBS
BOLOGNA
BEEF

EGGS

Gfillit "A" Ultra

$1 79

TEAK

I saved. a bundle
at Owens
Food Market

• • tool

•
•

$121

$199
I

/it k

/
1
4... A
111
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Surrogate Mothers Have Reasons
2 N

•

WASHINGTON
(AP)-According to a
Louisville
psychiatrist, women
who offer to become
surrogate mothers
tend to do it for
altruistic reasons and
are not mentilly
disturbed, callous or
concerned only with money.
Dr. Darrell D.
Franks did say that
the money earned for a
pregnancy-up to
$10,000-is important,
but the women's
reasons for bearing a
child for another couple also included a
desire to share the love
and pleasure from
child-bearing with
those unable to conceive a child of their
own.

In an article in the
October issue of an
American Journal of
Psychiatry; Franks
-reported that a study
of 10 women applying
for a surrogate-mother
program showed them
to anthe high side of
"normal."
"The subjects appeared to be feminine
women with slightly
increased energy
levels and social extroversion tenden•
cies," he said.
Surrogate mothers
are increasingly being
sought by childless
couples where the wife
is infertile. The surrogate is artificially
inseminated with the
husband's sperm and
agrees to turn over the
child to the couple

after birth.
The average age of
the women studied
was 26, their education
slightly above high
school level- and all
had from one to three
children.
-They received financial support from
husbands or
boyfriends, or were
self-supporting with
modest to moderate
incomes.
They said they
volunteered because
they had a history of
easy pregnancies,love
for their own children,
desire to share with
those unable to have
children and a financial need to stabilize
their lives and provide
for their children,
Franks said.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
3 Pub quaff
1 Mast
4 Delhi coins:
5 Uft with lever
Abbr.
8 Fall mo.
5 Publish
12 Lampreys
Flower
13 Fish eggs
7 Still
14 Pianist Peter 8 Tin symbol
15 Devoured
9 Lamprey
18 Rosters
10 Shams
18 LImb
11 African land
19 Greek-letter 18 Be defeated
20 Solitary
17 Goulash
20 Intertwine
21 Tantalum
symbol
22 Article
23- a man
25 Go in
- 24 Smallest
28 Actor Knight
number
27 Floats In air
26 Taut
28 River In
28 Waltz
Scotland
29 Morning
29 Lair
moisture
31 Scan
30 Small
33 Decay
number
34 Gtant use of
32 Grafted: Her. 38 Lone
33 Crimson
Ranger's pal
34 Noblest/omen 37 Blemish
35 Summer. in
Paris
36 Heavy weight
37 Brief
38 Disturbance
40 Shallow
vassals
41 Scale note
43 Preposition
44 Dry
45 "IrmaDouce"
47 Blackbird
49 Italian city
51 Brim
52 Adaptations
55 Comfort
58-Doctrine
57 Ctirry
DOWN
1 Juncture
2 Querulous

Answer to Wedeesday's Puzzle
61010 MCCO DUI
CCU CCUM CUM
UCO CUMUCCCIOU
CMCCU RUUD
OC COU OCUC
UUU CCU COMO
OE 00121 MOO UM
CUOMO COO MOO
COMO ONO MO
00110 COMO
COODUCMUU CRIU
CMCC MUM MU
UCH MUM CC
39 Zeus's
beloved
40 Last king of
Troy
41 Confront
42 Celebes ox
44 Weapons
45 Raveling

Their reasons"seem
to be an interesting
mixture of financial
and altruistic factors," he said.
While the volunteers
admitted giving up the
child wauld be bard,
they tended to view it
a-1 4.1)MMU011W
of an unwed mother
releasing her child for
adoption,Franks said.

Youth Rally
Planned -

2 NOTICE
New Providence
Cemetery work day Sat.,
Oct. 17th. Everyone interested bring shovels,
saws, wheel barrows.
Meet at cemetery at 8:30.
In case of rain will be
24th.

46 Church part
• 48 Those holding office
50 Swiss canton
51 Card game
53 Iron symbol
54 He,she or
-

Jim's Rubber Stamps has
sold to Murray Rubber
Stamps. 753 6625.
I.

MINN MAW MUM
WM MOM WM=
WOE MMEMM MEM
WM= WM WM

MARCIE, YOU LET ME \
60 TO THAT'SCHOOL,
AND MAKE A FOOL
OF MYSELF!

YOU WOULDN'T YOU DIDN'T
LISTEN TO TRY HARD
ME,SIR
ENOUGH

5LUGGO---YOU
PROMISED TO TAKE
ME TO THE
MOVIE
TODAY

I CAN'T
TODAY

7.65 Walthers; 25
Cal. Automatic, 38
Cal. Smith &
Wesson, 9 MM
Browning
Automatic, 45 Cal.
Navy Colt.
Collectors
weapons, pistols,
rifles & shotguns.
Come in and see
our assortment.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Sh

WNIO 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.
M & G Complete Glass
- Co. has,added...a.new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and windo
glass. Cut mirrors and
glass table tops. Do picture framing. 753-0180.

YOU COULD HAVE
STOPPED ME IF YOU
HAD REALLY TRIED

with dark brown and
black fur, curly tail and
short nose. Call 436-5663.

16 HOME URNISHING5, 24 MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

6

P5 OLS
GALORE

A Young Peoples
Rally will be Friday,
Oct. 16, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Bethel Chapel
Olympicazo
Pentecostal Church,
Open: 9 a.m. t09 p.m.
Kentucky 94 East.
753-7113
Six churches will be
involved in the rally, •Compitte line 0 st0C •
and custom bulk s
according to the Rev.
and Mrs. Lloyd ° home%
Underhill, church • Carter Studio •
75341298•
•300 Main
pastors.
The Suits Family If you would like to look
will be the evangelistic and feel like a new you at.
team for the revival tend the Lady Love Conservices scheduled to sultation at Gene & Jo's
Each Tues. &
start Sunday, Oct. 18, Flowers.
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
and continue through prizes.
Sunday, Oct. 25, at
Bethel Chapel.
5. LOST & FOUND
Services will be at 7
p.m. throughout the Found in Panorama
Shores female Musky mix
week.

gO1M11144111

WM= WEE MEW
MEM MIMI WM=
MOM WIIM MOM
MMIIIM WM=
WM 61111 WM= WW
MEM MUM= WWII
MINIMMIIMMEWIIMM
ME= WEN WM=
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NEW
TALENT
Wooed for TV Cow
moreids. Cal (2111)
757-6072 or apply 2S Po adv. Cable
World Prediction,
211 W. Se SE,Sobs S
0, NY.
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration - receive
beautiful free gifts - free
lessons in latch hook, embroidery, counted cross%tart and needle point.
Contact Lou Stroder at
502-436-2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!
Weirk at home iObs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.

ANIMALS
NEEDED
Dogs, Cats, Birds,
Moakoys ETC for TV
Commorcials • Cal
(212) 757.6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM oily
Obis World Production 211 W 56 St,
Solt,SD, NT.

6. HELP WANTED
Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext.6062.
Moped salesperson, Must
be able to purchase
demonstrator at dealers
cost. Excellent potential
university students
welcome. Classic mopeds
P.O. 40262 Nashville, Tn.
37204.
Need cashier at Owen's
Food Market 1107 W.
Main St. Experienced only apply in person before
10 a.m.
NEED THREE PEOPLE
-to shampoo carpets opportunity tor $300.00 per
week. Apply in person 8
am -t0 a.m. only at 701
Jefferson St. Paducah.
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box 1;81, Wakefield,
Mass..0.1&30

IF I HAD
YOU \
TRIED TO STOP COULD
YOU, YOU
HAVE
WOULD
DUCKED
HAVE HIT ME...

Want mature person to do
phone soliciting. Ex
perience preferred but
not necessary. Call 7532654.
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. 88 North St.
Stonehen, Mass.02180.

8.STORAGE BUILDING
Manufacturer's Ist Quality All Steel Clear Span
Super Storage Arch Bldg.
36x100x18 - $8,995. Fob
Factory (Overstocked) 2
Week Der- Melee Steel. 1800-821-7700 Ext. 803.
All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings qiinels. Custom
Built 753-0954.
9. SITUATION WANTED
Will do house cleaning
and office cleaning. Also
windows.. Have experience and references.
759-1197 after 5 p.m.

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. Alt size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

Would like job house
cleaning. Honest, dependable, have references.
759-1255.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30. 753-5484.

C

Experienced typist will
do typing in home. Call
492-8930 after 5 p.m.

UMW Femur. Syndic•te, inc

cArisr TELL WHERE

IT'S YERNI/

Reliable- babysitter wil
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 7538600.

THE SPAGHETTI LEAVES
OFF AM,TI-IE MOP
BEGINS

CON FUSING,

Maytag automatic
washef and efectric
stove. Can be seen at 205
N. 10th or call after 5 p.m.
153-6200.
Moving Sale - Lane
French Provencial coffee
table and two end tables,
lame French Provencial
gold Brocade sofa, large
Early American flora
sofa hide-a-bed, sewing
machine and cabinet. A
small black wrought iron
bed, aquarium table,
lamps, other items. 7535677.
Wing back chair claw feet
$100.00, hydrolic beauty
shop chair $90.00. Hoover

mini washer $40.00, Monti
Clair stereo and two
speakers, AM-FM, record
player, cassette needs
repair $50.00. 753-0061
after 5 p.m.

. WE BUY
Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings, etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
kon:9 a.m. to 9 pin
.753-7113

BIBLE CALL
What Irings Happiness - 7594444. lido Story
- 759-4445.
22. MUSICAL
Nead lead guitarist to join
country rock band. 7591799:

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
DUX
So your chill
waits to take
pion lessons but
nu hate to buy a
plows before year
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Rest ap.,
plies topurchase

CLAYTMG
753-7575
23 EXTERMINATING

I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

Shopping -working
mothers. Daycare Saturdays - weekday afternoons and evenings. Preschool children toddlers.
753-6988.

WHY NOT?
GIVE ONE
GOOD
- REASON

Hardy chrysanthemums
cushion type, many colors. $3.95 to S4.95. Hoffman's Nursery 94 East.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

WALW

Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control
24..MISCELLANEOUS
35 gallon aquarium with
all accessories. Call 4892772.
Glass and antique brass
fireplace screen used one
season. Sears best. Call
436-2209.
Harvest gold electric
dryer $125.00, ladder rack
for a short bed pickup
$25.00. 759-1322.
Catfish fingerlings 3-7 inches 15 cents each,710 incries 25 cents each. Discount for order of 500 or
more.
Farm raised catfish
stock your freezer now.
Available Sat. only $1.00
per lb. Call 437-4839.;

Firewood $25.00 a rick.
436-2179.

Offering all the nationally
Kenwood K RC 511
known brands such as
cassette receiver KGC 737
Jordache, Vanderbilt, equaling amp. 50 watts.
Calvin Klein, Sedgefield, Two Pioneer TS 1676¼ in.
Levi and over 70 other
speakers. 492-8659.
brands. $12,500.00 includes beginning inventory, airfare for one to the - Wood burning stove with
1
2 years
apparel center, training, fan and jacket. 2/
fixtures and Grand Open- .old/345-2135.
ing Promotions. Call Mr.
Firewood reasoned oak
Loughlin at Mademoiselle
and hickory cut to order.
Fashions 612-835-1304.
Bulk rates available. 7537585 or 753-7300.
Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
For further information
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
call 753-8738.
x 42", $15.99.

LEFT, WHO COULD
YOU GET'TO FILL.THE
VACANCY

14. WANT

TO131/Y

Natural gas space heater
65,000 BTU. 753-4029.
THANKS,CHIEF. 7.
CAN'T. IF THE JUDGE
CHANGES HIS ORDER.,
/Agfiraffr
10
ILL YOU
- •

IN

WHY "GOOROO'S
A
MiNUTE. THE DRUG DEALERAt47 CRIME 13055
BUT HE
OF THIS
WON'T
_
T

Willet s. maple chest of
drawers and bed side
table. Call 153-1760. •

36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

Firewood
Order now and burr
seasoned wood this winter
, 436-2758.

Custom made rifle case,
apt tetsiiptup;rur k _slings, leather clothing,
1 69-1971 Ford bay:tati -"Murray Loather'%
Dixiel; id Center. 759759-4137 after 6 p.m.. or
9633.
753-3654.
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE triple
wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
Do your thristmas Shopinstallation kit,6",$29.99;
ping early.• Leather 8", $4 2.99. Wallin
purses, wallets, jackets, Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
be-Its. Custom made
Wood for sale $25.00 a
minor shoe repair. Murray t_eather Mop, Dixrick. Call 419-2101 or 44/2231.
ieland Center. /59-9633..

l

KERO-SUN heaters
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, $162.99.7
Radiant 10, $209.19: Radiant 26, $212.99;
Oniini 15, $2111.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware,Paris, Tenn..
Wheat Straw for sale 75
cents. Call after 5 p.m.

419-2317 or 489-2298.
Custom

made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
WOOD HEATERS,
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron,
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
8 mm movie camera used
once. Cost $155.00 will
take $75.00. Call 49-2595.
1
2. OnNurses shoes size 6/
ly worn once $20.00. 7532896.
SPECIAL SALE - Marble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99,

spaghnum peat moss 4 cu.
ft. bale $7.69, peat mass,
potting soil, top soil, cow
manure-40 lb. bag $1.49,
one-third off on all trees
and shrubs in stock.
COAST TO COAST Central Shopping Center.
26. TV RADIO

1

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES

1971 Richardson trailer
12x60. Gas, central air
and heat, furnished
$6700.00. Call 753-4312
after 5 p.m. Call 753-8851.
12x6rtrailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath /
1
2. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
MIT, Dill's Tr:Ct:'753-9104
or nights 753-1551.

12x6•1 three bedroom 11
/
2:
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $1500.00
Call after 5 p.m.753-4469.
Reduted 1975 mobile
home. Owner financing
possible with interest
rates for below banks.
For more information
call Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

28. MOBILE '
HOME RENTALS

Own your own Jean Shop.

ANO IF 1

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.

Mobile homes for rent
$90.00 and 8100.00 per
month including water.
Call 753-6534.
Furnished two 'bedroom
mobile home with central
heat. $175.00 a month.
Brandi's Tr. Pk.formerly
Moody's. Call 753-8111.
Mobile home 12 x 50 furnished near university.
Central heat, no pets,
deposit required. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00.
For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 489-

2611.
Three bedroom 14x70 fully furnished. Prefer couple with One child. No
pets. Call 753-486.1.

Two bedrooM trailer 16
acres. 753-8889 after 4
p.m.
Mobile homes for rent
753-3280.
BUSINESS RENTALS
Mai
Wersimes•
Wrap Spies
For Reid
75347SS
Commercial property for
rent approximately 2000
sq. ft. on S. 12th St.
Formerly Southside
Restaurant.753-6612
32. APTS. OR RENT
Nice one bedroom furnished apartment $135.00.
Partial utilities furnished
J and J Apts. 641 North.
Just building on left north
of stadium. Inquire apt. 2

3-6 p.m.
Three room ,furnished
apartment near MSU.
-12,40.4ftd ant ..aarbacio
disposal icifs of closet,
space. Can be seen at
OWEN'S Food Market
1407 W. Main St
Efficient apartment for
boys. 1603 College Farm
Road. 42-1225.
Furnished efficiency
apartment one block from
MSU $100.00 per month.
Call 759-4538.

BEST

CC
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13. REAL ESTATE

Six week old Labrador
For rent two bedroom Retrievers. Champion
apartment $175.00 a shipbloodlines. 753 8918.
month. 1301E1 Peggy Ann.
Call 753-1411.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies. CH bloodlitses.
_Nice furnished one 753-7810.
bedroom apartment. in, quire at 100 S. 13th St.
Dog Obedience Workshop
tzth 1. 18th with or
dog:Covers how,
without
Two bedroom apartment
and the most
learn
dogs
Of South tth'. Adults.
training technimodern
Lease and deposit reHow to get the most
quired. Call 753-9208 after ques.
your "dog-dollars."
out
of
4 p.m.
Nationally known training director. Eight miles
Two bedroom apartment South.of Murray arGlenfor rent, range, oven, dhenmtre Kennels. 436,refrigerator, dishwasher, 2858.
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet. Six month old Black
No pets. One year lease. Great Dane, full
and $225 deposit required. pedigree, cropped ears,
$225 per month. Phone fully obedience trained.
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment AKC Registered,
$175.00 per month. Call Doberman. puppies. 759-,
Spann Realty Associates 4588 or 753-7637.
• 753-7724.
AKC Alaskian Malenute
Nice two bedroom puppies. Shots and wormtownhouse apartment. ed. Good pets and show
Carpeted, central heat dogs. Call 753-9390.
and air, range,
refrigerator, disposer, AKC small poodles one
dishwasher, washer male three female. Call
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or. 492-8974.
753-7550.

•

40. PRODUCE
• Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4p.m
•

p. ROOMS FOR RENT

•

Boys rooms for rent one
block from university.
Call 753-1812 or 753-6933.

HOUSES FOR RENT
Large, well-insulated,
redecorated house. Large
kitchen, built-in cabinets,
city water, garden,
garage. Near Murray.
4$175.00. References.
Deposit. Couple. No pets.
753-7551.
•
Two bedroom house at 314
S. 12th. $85.00 per month
and deposit. Call 753-6200
' after 5 p.m.
Four bedroom hoOse 61/2
•'miles East of Murray just
off Hwy. 280 on 614. Rent
$300.00 per month.. Call
• 753-6612 or 753-5200.

Sweet potatoes for sale.
Call 492-8276.
Turnips $6.00 bushel, turnip greens 30 cents lb.,
ripe or green tomatoes 25
cents lb. Call 1-901-642
4439.

41. PUBLIC SALE
Property being sold must
vacate. Oak desk, oak
dressers, old pie safes,
(finished and unfinished),
crank type Victrola, sewing machine peddle type
in -good shape. Walnut
dressers, frost-free ice
maker refrigerator, new
hanging tables priced
below cost. Four chess
sets of onyx stone belo
cost. Store full of flea
market items. Truck load
of new crop sorghum $5.00
gallon or 6 gallons $24.00.
Sale starts Fri., Sat., and
Sun. Oct. 16, 17, 18 at 8
a.m. Located at the Old
Fruit Market east of Murray on 94 Hwy. near
Kenlake, 2 miles from Aurora.

Garage Sale.Fri. 8-5 1518
our bedroom houle fur- Cantebury-Dr.
nished one bath, living
room, dining room, kit- Three party yard sale
- chen, gas heat. S. 14th St. Fri. only at 105 S. 14th St.
- Call 753-8250 after 4 p.m.
Big 2-Party Garage Sale
House in the country for Fri., Sat., Sun. Oct. 16, 17,
sale or rent on paved road 18. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Bicycle,
with or without a few toys, books, shoes, ladies,
acres or lots. $125.00 a men, lots junior clothes.
-month, $100.00 deposit. New and used stuff. Lots
miscellaneous. 1204
753-4924.
Doran Rd.
Two or three bedroom
house. 907 N. 16th Mur- Bethel United Methodist
Women church bazaar
ray. 492-8225
and sidewalk sale Sat.,
Oct. 17 at 8 a.m. The
Newly decorated three
bedroom house 1207 American Legion Hall 6th
and Maple.
Kirkwood. 753-5945.
Three bedroom house, living room with fireplace,
family room, carpet,
drapes and appliances.
Walk to M.S.U. Call 7533006.

Gigantic garage and-yard
sale Fri. and Sat. 907 N.
16th.

Four Party Yard Sale 94E
eight miles left on Shilo
Two bedroom house with Rd. first house on right.
full basement one large Assorted items stove,
bedroom upstairs. One table, clothes, plants and
mile east of old Almo. crafts. Start 8:00 a.m., 1016, 10-17.
Call 753-1680.
121 between Coldwater
and Mayfield. Two or
three 5edrooms,
Irefrigera , stove and
dishwasher furnished.
Call 489-2775.
Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6

P.m.

Yard. Sale Thurs., Fri.
and Sat. 1603 Miller.
Garage Sale Fri., Oct. 16,
12-5 p.m., Sat., Ot. 17, 8-4
p.m. 1507 Dudley Dr.
Misses clothes, womens
suites, mens clothes,
much more.
Five party yard sale all
day Fri. and' Sat. 1626
West Main.

Home for rent in
Panorama Shores three
Neighborhood garage
bedroom, great room,
p.m.
large kitchen, $250.00 a sale Sat. Oct. 17, 8-4
Catalina Dr.
month. 924-5307 or 924- 1606
,5421.
Two bedroom cottage, liv.• ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.
Four bedroom two bath
home with extra large
rooms on three acres. Has
all kitchen appliances
plus fireplace and garage
$250.00 plus deposit. Also
newly decorated duplex
on Main St. $175.00 each
apartment. Available immediately. Call Spann
Realty Associates at 7537724.

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
One-two hor:61* toiler.
...,..;Priced to sell. .Call
• daytiMet53-S671, nights
753-3430.
Seven month old gaited
saddle colt natural recker
- $400.00. Call 753-0224 after
. 5p.m.

AKC registered Doberman puppies. Have been
wormed and had shots. A
reasonable price. 7594651

VAILABLE

A sunny VA loan locked in
Three
bedroom brick, family
room with fireplace, 111
bath. closed garage, fenc
de ik bed,yard. neat and
clean, good location.

.101
/
2 percent

Fli NEE
by
First
r 8,•
.off
Teri
fliig
U.S
Fi
bedroom, 2 both,2

Alsa - a
bedroom

JUST ONE
LOOK
That's all it will
take to convince
you that this is the
home for your
family. Relax
from the day's
work in the 13x21
master bedroom
spite, then join the
family in the
beautiful den with
its round hearth
fireplace. The kitchen is a
gourmet's delight
with bay window.
The formal living
and dining room
offers you and yor
guests an elegant
place to visit. Seeing is believing.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for all the information of this lovely
Canterbury
Estates residence.
SEARCH NO
LONGER
For ahome with an
acre lot just
minutes from
town. A beautiful
foyer- opens into
both the formal
living room and
the den with a
brick wall
fireplace. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home is nicely arranged for family
living-with all its
extras; a patio for
entertaining, a
double garage
with concrete
driveway and professional raidscaping. Offered
through Kopperud
Realty,753-1222.
SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes. you con!
There ore alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases. they - ore more
beneficial to the biiyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will become.
increasingly pociular in
the next decode. As
overoge home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate tronsoctions involve one or
more alternative financing methods. . . methods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property.
. methods
available to you.

QM%

three
Wirer OPOitment•
444Www kw .
1 4 W"MC
bedroom. 1505 Oak Dr., excellent
Three '
condition, immediate
brick in the city
tpx.d
osro
:
si fri
ssbiroicnk. over
Thrial
ee
also 10x 50 2
pad
. Fuc
ulalhy
livipnghonaerea
scao•rpe
nt.o
bedroom furnished
mobile home in cibefore 5:00 p.m. 554'4111
ty
:Or after 5:00 p.m: BA
7500. Ask for Ken Adams.
753.9090

& P101111115 MANAGEMENT

49.9)

I

Eth 753-1222

Ursvyeali,cxy 42071
502) 753i117

Call 753-9391 open 8-6-p.m.

1980 Chevette air, low
mileage. 753-6379.
.
.
45 FARMS FOR SALE
1978 Oldsmobile Delta air,
full power, cruise, AM FM stereo 8-track. Call
Secluded farm stead. 60 753-2813.
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco base. 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Tobacco barn to ac- Broughm diesel 17,000
commodate 3600 sticks, 8 miles. Absolutely like
•
stall stock barns, sulpher new. 435-4579.
springs and good well.
Large well constructed
older farm house. Just 1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass
right to be remodeled into Supreme Power, tilt,
a beautiful home. Large cruise, AM-FM cassette,
foyer with open stair case rear defog, low mileage.
leading to bedroom on se- 753-8512.
cond floor. Two 19/5 Buick Limited, 63,000
fireplaces, plus_ electric miles. $1095.00. 753-9710.
heat. Large kitchen, 8x20
sun room. All this tor only
1977 Olds Delta,
$55,000.00. Call Spann
door, locally owned
Realty Assoc. for details
753-7724.
For rent, lease, or sale. 80
acre cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for
sale. Call 753-0662.
40 acre farm, half mile from-,
town on 94 East. six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For_more
information call Purdom
Thurman Real Estate, 7.5351; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
-*neva Giles, 753-6557.

to Red Ace), Cadiz, Kentucky.
Coll Cadiz 1-522-6891

WANTED
PARTNER
Or partners to build 70 or $0 unit nomel at inaersecHon of Purchase Parkway an/ 4-lone U.S. 51 to
yhArinspVs. Also 0151 aud'45S. You would COMO in
with • hell partnership Wiwrirke some interests as
Sonny 8. Voila Puckett, owners and developers of
29 ecru of kind on this intersection, no oilier lend
con be developed at this junction.

Contractors or sub-controctors if you would like to
bid as a cteneral contractor or sub-controctor or
building materials portion, write o letter of intent
to:
"Sonny Pocket, Box. 1 So. Fulton, Tenn. 38257 or

Coll 901:479-3836.

I

PINTDOIAS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

1406W Mom

7535315

1971 Delta Royale
Oldsmobile convertible
black with white top.
Good condition. Anxious
to sell immediately. Call
753-8050 between 3 and 5
p.m.

Secluded farmette with 1969 Volkswagon Beetle
stock barn in North good motor, four new
'
Calloway County tires, new
muffler, AM $25,000.00. Call after '5 FM radio, exterior and interior very clean. ExP.M. 759-1644.
cellent condition. Paris
901-642-7877.
Poopcm 1.01ITS.

Misoers
' Clean up Sec
vice N.aros. basements pence sates al Sears now.
Can Sears 753 Hie for
garages
free estimate or your.
odd
atiobs PhoneIST
Clean

moat

alter rib Nu

Ad yourSumba,and air
Mt
carPoilfr.
94.11111• Painti
ng.
Alwa- ter .-Nve----rnee--car--noenra1111:WeleaLlUi
65.000 miles 753 8124.

work done M satisfaction.

753-91122.
1973 iniernationidn farm
bat bprke
$285090. Can -8061
truck. 14 ft

-44

S

I

talls

cUSTOPA

Commercial or
residential Call Trenton

Aluminum Same CO .
aluMinval led will
siding, custom trim
work References Call
Will Ed Batley. 7530689
Concrete and blocks and
brick. Basements, drive'
ways, sidewalks and
storm cellars. 20 years
experience and free
estimates 753 5476.

Concrete and blocks and
brick
easements.
driveways, sidewalks end
storm cellars 30 years
-Ixperienct and free
estimates 75)5474

PLOLawn Service Mow
Inv small tree end hedge

trimming

Free

Estimates 436 7.97
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases.
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436 2518

Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks. All work done

IMIUMPtleg blown 'in by
Soars. Wigton these high
heating and cooling bills

REPAIR - Insulation
window and door, under
pinning, tie down,
coolseal, patio and porch
Free estimates. NO JOB
TO SMALL. 753-6973.

SERVICE
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WEST It4OHOUSE.• 20
years experience, Bobby
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
Service 24:13 S. 5th St. 7i1872 or 751-1186.

Cali Sears 11113141 for
guaranteed. Call 437-4518. tree estimate.
MOBILE HOME APPLIANCE

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR - 15 years experience. Carpentry, con
trete, plumbing, roofing,
sliding': N0,1013 TO
SMALL. Free estimates.
Days 474-2359, nights 474
7216.

Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters install
eg Per Your spec Rica
bons. Call Sears 753 7310
for free estimate.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753 2310

Appliance Service - Give
us a call we repair'em all.
after 5:10 p.m.
DryeYs, washers,
refrigerators, stoves and MOBILE HOWE
ANCHORS underpinninti,
5. BOATS & MOTORS freezers. 759 1322.
roof's sealed, Patio awn
hp
40
16 ft. bass boat
Johnson's Electric. Com- ings, and house type roofs
Johnson, trailer, depth mercial and residential for mobile horn's. 753finder and trolling motor, Wiring, gas installed and 1073. Jack Glover.
1750.00. May be seen at repairing. 753-203.
Steam cleaning portable
-201 S. 7th.
equipment -shop
Bur-Dot Ceramics. Open motors
9:00 a.m. hit 10:00 p.m. floors garages house
alaICESOFFERED Monday-Friday. ClasSes Siding roofs tiler shake,
metal, mildew removing
and supplies.474-2700.
Pierces,' Cleaning 753
8148 759-4471.
Toy Lee.Boy's Carpenter Shop. Will
remove dead or un
Barnett
Custom cabinets, wood
wanted trees. Cali for tree
ool, Grovel, Sand, working,furniture repair, estimates
before 2:30
formica, replace wood in
Fredonia Lime and .old
F
cars. If its wood work- 753-5484
Dirt 753-4776
ing call 753-4124.
Will inspect and clean
chimneys.49I-1950.
Will
sharpen
hand
saws,
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shap- chain saws and skill saws
Carpet Cleaning. Clean
ing, complete removal Call 753-4656.
:odor, tree carpet_ last
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro- ALCOA ALUMINUM longer and smells better
fessional tree care. 153- SIDING or xinyl siding For free estimates call
'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning,
8536.
and trim. Aluminum trim 753 9826. Experienced and
for brick houses. Jack
reliable.
SEASONED FIREWOOD Glover 753-1873.
Mixed hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick Alexander Septic Tank
56
delivered. Call John Cleaning. Vacuum clean
at
753-8536.
Boyer
ed from your driveway. Four fluffy kittens. 743
Industrial, residential, or 8198.
commerc7a I, 24 hour ser
ROOFING
vice. Call 753 5933.
Nice cat eight months old
rk
.xat
is
6c-eulsie.g. .e.Sbialhi '
K & K Stump Removal. Call 753-5849.
teed. Free
Do you need stumps
firtiremes. Call 7S9-11S,
removed from your yard Situation Wanted: I will
er
or land cleared of be your cheerful 'family
stumps? We can remove pet, loving friend, loyal
stumps up to 24" below house guardian. I'm a
Leaf Removal - Let T & the ground, leaving only year old spayed female
D Landscaping & Lawn sawdust and chips. Call German Shepherd with
Maintenance take care of for free estimate, Bob best references. Call
this troublesome task Kemp 435 4343 or Bob Animal Shelter 759 4141
Between 9 12.
quickly and efficiently. Kemp, Jr. 435 4319.
Free estimates 759-1913.

riMMAT

WELL
DRILLING
We speciolixe in
never rust Plastic
Wells. Install water
lines and water
supply systems.
ROYSTER
& MCA LPIN
WELL DRILUNG
901-364-3476

dip

WIN A

FREE
Country Ham
Register At

CRASS FURNITURE
No Porches@

1.1•mom..

euiLr

AUCTION

ORNAMENTAL AND
WROUG0-1T IRON 50-4044RE
i0E1 SO

Pristessioaal
paperhangieig. painting.
.tarmbmileidtaiL MIL lades_
rams. 759"

5011SED-TR9CKS

JEEPS, CARS, PICKUPS
from $35. Available at
Home for sale by owner. local Gov't Auctions. For
16 m iles south of Murray directory call Surplus
near Ky. Lake. Neat two Data Center 415 330 71100
bedroom all year frame
home. Three improved 1976 Chevrolet Silvered°
lots, separate septic and pickup with toper. Good
200 amp service for shape $319500. Call 753
mobile home can be used 4504
as added income. Only
1979 Chevrolet Silvered()
$25,500. Call 436 5849.
C 30 dually 19,000 miles,
equipped with all options,
Must sell house in Canter
excellent condition. Price
bury. Priced to sell call $6500.00. Also Case back
753-9738.
hoe $80-C used 70 hours.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath, Call 901-6422911.
built-in appliances. Must 80 GMC Van conversion.
sell. $30,000. Call 489-2670. Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
47. MOTORCYCLES
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels,
1980 Honda Express like custom, paint and capnew 720 miles. Call 753- tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
Reply to 753-5014. ,
2615.
1175 350 Honda 1978 Jeep Renegade
combination road and low mileage. 753 46-47
trail bike. Excellent after 6:00 p.m.
condition. Call4-372744.

Monday through SaturMOBILE HOME
day Hwy. 121 five miles
ON 2 ACRES
south of Murray. Used
Located near Ken- cars for sale.
tucky Lake, this 2
49. usED CARS_
acre tract looks
like a private 1973 Cutlass many extras
park, and the two $650.00. Days 437-4292,
bedroom mobile nights 437-4383.
home is in ex- 1979 Toyoto Corolla 4cellent condition, speed,40 mpg. 753-4719 afoffered at $15,000 tr 5 p.m.
through Kopperud
Realty, Phone 753- 1976 Volkswagon Rabbit
*$1925.00. 753-7675.
1222. -

I3T.
, ST

MURRAy. KY

42071

Saturday, October 17, 10:00

OWNER
REXIE 0 1 STALLS
RHONE

COMPLETE INVENTORY OF BUCK STOVES AND
RELATED PRODUCTS. Lowest prices in State of
Kentucky. SAVE 50°0 to 80 0. ON THIS YEAR'S
HEATING BILLS
Contact: Calloway County Agent: Steve
Combs 753-4718 after 4:00 p.m. or may be
Seen at BUCK Stoves on Cadiz Hwy. 68. (Next

with overdrive, air condi

boned
$160000. 759 1673 or
out
7sa

HEY,LOOK
ME OVER
Delightful 2bedroom brick
home on approximately 3 acres
located 6 miles
south of Murray.
Fireplace in living
room, 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, bath and
utility room. Yes,
the price is right
too... only 226,000.
51 CAMPERS
Better phone fast 48. AUTO SERVICES
1976 GMC Midas'motor
on this one, 753- Reynolds Garage major home 22 ft. long, excellent
1222, Kopperud and minor auto repairs condition. Sleeps six,
will make service calls. $9000.00. Call 247-4170
Realty.

MARANO,

LORETTA 4003, REALTORS
Info sycymom

1976 Dodge Aspen wegon
AM FM 'stereo. 3 speed

9
"sesigl
iori.cadeave
ll79 S:2114n"
an
---Apown2t4Newstotaringau,tenlibratkkes.

mil"
"
• 1-

NOTICE'
38. PETS SUPPLIE

N
IV X 310 3IM
46. HOMES FOR SALE
49 USED CARS
ERVICES OFFERED 4ERVICESOFFERED

'.'43 REAL ESTATE

753-5425

PASCHAL[ &
SON CARPET
Win Our Year Eli Clean= Sale - Come
Early While Selection Is Big! 12 Ft. Hilo shag, OUR FINEST, sloshed to
$5.95 and 56.95 sq. yd. None higher. Many
styles and colors to choose from.
12 Ft. Hilo shop, fat rubber bock, many colors. Sloshed to 54.95 sq. yd.
.12 Ft. Printed kitchen carpet. 53.50 sq. yd.
12 Ft. Hilo shag and short saxony shog, fat
,...A;ANiltett16111-19",,1d. • -12 Ft.'Hilo shog, Jute bock. 54.95 sq. yd.
Some of our,finest sgxony plush shag. Sloshed to 57.50 and $7.95 sq. yd.
Over 700 rolls to choose from. Compare to
carpet selling at twice the price!
2% Off for cash money. (checks not
included)

Pasda & Son Comet
8 miles south of Murray, Ky on if 1 * Between Perrier,
Tem. end Hazel, Ky. Ph (901)498-8963 Open 8-96 days

Exceptionally neat 2 bedroom frame home with
separate garage.. .landscaped lawn. . .7 acres(M-I)
for horses or cattle...some timber on property.
Direction: -94 West to ,Lynn Grove turn left on
Flighvisit893 Property on right, watch for signs.
'llerm0 percent down cind pc:llama-a* in 30
days.

°

Loretta Jobs, Realtors
753-1492
Auctioneer
Dan Miller - -

Each office is independently owned and operated

•
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Infants Clothing Needed By Church

Obituaries

Magness
•
Rites Today

Thompson
Rites Are

Saturday

The Community Services department of
the Murray Seventhday Adventist Church
is presently engaged in
drive for infants'
clothing up to three
-years of age. All who
_have no use for
whatever infants'

clothing they have on
hand are urged to call
Mellie Parker who is
in charge of this phase
of the work for the
community. She may
be reached in the
afternoons and evenings at 759-1305.
There is a threefold

Services for Jack
Magness,87, Mayfield,
Services for Iris were today at 2 at the
Lynnette Thompson, chapel of the Hopkins
17, of 809 North 17th and Brown Funeral
Street, Murray, will be Home, Wingo, with the
at I p.m., CDT, Satur- Rev. James Thorpe ofday at the Branden- ficiating. Burial was in
hurg United the Highland Park
Prentice A. Meador of Christ in Springfield
Methodist Church, Cemetery in Mayfield.
Magness died Tues- of Springfield, Mo., and as University LecBrandenburg, with the
Rev. Robert Dotson of day at 2:50 p.m. at will be the guest turer at Southwest
Kirksey, the Rev. Ar- Community Hospital, speaker in a special Missouri State Univerchie Brock of Cadiz, Mayfield. He was a series of sermons to be sity.
and the Rev. Ron member of High Point presented at the
He and his wife, BarHochman of Vine Baptist Church, University Church of bara, are active in
Mayfield, and a Christ OWn Friday,
Grove officiating.
team marriage
Oct. 16 through SunPallbearers will be retired farmer. '
counseling in the
Survivors include day,Oct. 18.
Mark McCallon,
greater Springfield
Meador received the area
Robert Billington, his widow, Lexie
and have receivRonnie Pace, Steve Magness; a foster son, B.A. degree from ed special
training in
McDougal, and Rick Charles Strader, David Lipscomb Col- counseling at
the
Fisher, all of Murray, Mayfield; and a sister, lege in 1960, the M.A. American Institute
of
David Hahn and David Alene Jackson, Mur- from the University of Family Relations
in
ray.
Illinois
1961,
in
and the Los Angeles.
Wilson, Brandenburg,
Ph.D. in Speechand Bill Wilson,
Communication from
Muldraugh.
Meador has conthe University of II- siderable experience
Burial will follow in
linois in 1964.
a cemetery there with
in mass media and has
the arrangements by
He currently serves appeared on numerous
as minister of the radio and television
Jenkins-Sturgeon
Funeral Home,
South-National Church news and talk shows in
Brandenburg, where
Ticket orders for the
friends may call after
1981-82 Murray State
10 a.m., CDT,Friday.
men's basketball
Thompson died
season are now being
Tuesday at St. Jude's
accepted and Nov. 1
Sen. Charles ray State University.
Children Research • has been set as the
Subjects which
Hospital, Memphis, deadline for renewals. Mathias of Maryland
Mathias will discuss
will
talk
with
William
Tenn., where she had
Price of season
include party loyalty,
been receiving treat- - tickets to the Racers' F. Buckley Jr., on the
the Voting Rights Act
Sunday,
Oct.
18,
ediment for acute lym- 14 home games are $78
and the.Social Security
phocytic leukemia. for chair seats and $65 tion of "Firing Line"
System. Mathias will
at
5
p.m.
She was born Sept. 28, for reserved bleacher
state his alarm that
1964, and was a junior
seats. A special family
"Firing Line" is the participation of
at Murray High School
season ticket plan is aired each week on citizens
in the political
where she was a
also available where WKMS-FM, 91.3, fine
process has been
member of the basketpersons may purchase arts radio from Murdecreasing.
ball team.
tickets for $32.50 for
Survivors include
each child member in
her parents, Lynn H. their family if they
and Barbara P. also purchase two
LEXINGTON, Ky. tucky's Institute for
(AP) — The first Mining and Minerals
Thompson, a sister, adult tickets.
Lesley Ann Thompson,
Murray State sold Easter Oil Shale Sym- Research and the Kenand two brothers, out of chair seats in posium will be held tucky Department of
Brent Hardin Thomp1980-81 and is compil- Nov. 15-17 at the Hyatt Energy.
son and Allen Peace
ing a waiting list of Regency.Hotel.
The conference will
Thompson, at home;
persons wanting chair
Sen. Wendell Ford,
grandmother, Mrs. seats in 1981-82. Those be sponsored by the D-Ky. will be the
Allen L. Thompson, holding chair seats in University of --Ken- keynote speaker.
and step grandmother, 1980-81 and wanting
Mrs. Judith Peace, them again in 1981-82
Brandenburg; greatmust renew their
grandmother, Minnie
orders by Nov. 1, else
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Brock, Corbin.
they will be assigned
FEELING WITH GENUINE
The family requests
to persons on the
that expressions of
waiting list. Chair
GM PARTS
sympathy take the seats are sold only to
form of contributions
Racer Club members.
for "In Memory of Iris
For additional MurLynnette Thompson" ray State basketball
at St. Jude's season ticket informaChildren's Research
tion, call 762-6184 or
Hospital, 505 N. 762-6800 or come by the
Parkway, Memphis, Murray State Ticket
Tenn. 38105. Persons Office in Room 211 of
may contact Mrs. Stewart Stadium. The
1982 Cargo Van
Bond at the hospital, 1- Racers open their
Ideal Utility Van
901-522-0300 for in- season Nov. 19 with a
Now In Stock
formation regarding
home exhibition game
the memorial gifts.
against Marathon Oil.
Memorial services Their annual Bluefor the Murray student Gold intrasquad game
also will be Wednes- will be played Oct. 30
day, Oct. 21, at 2:15 at 7 p.m. in Racer
641 S.
753-2617
p.m. at First United
Arena as part of the
Murray
Methodist Church, football homecoming
Murray.
activities.

need for infants' wear: event of a wide,
for local use in the spread disaster;
also,
event of a personal or for distribu
tion
general disaster; for overseas.
distribution out of a
Recently, represensemi-van, owned and tatives of the Murray
operated by the Seventh-day Adventist
Kentucky-Tennessee ...Ctnu-ch attended the
Conference of Seventh Community Services
day Adventists, in the Federation meeting at

the Raleigh church in
Memphis,Tenn. It was
there that the dire
need for infants'
clothing was emphasized by Elder W.

Stock Market
Indus:nal Average

Alf Protocts
37% -1
American Motors
3 -%
Ashland
32 +1%
American
Telephone
504 +%
Chrysler
4% unc
Ford
16% -h
G A.F
14% -%
General Dynamics 23% +
General Motors
42% unc
General Tire
24% +"i
Goodrich
Goodyear
16% unc
Gull Oil
35% +
Heublem
29% 4-1.4
I.B.M.
52% 4-14
Jerico
21%B 21NA
K-rnart
163's +
Penwalt
29% unc
Quaker Oats
33% -44
Texaco
32% +
U.S. Tobacco
42% -As
Wendy's
15% -4

Meador Will Be Guest Speaker
Los Angeles, Meador's sermons will
Nashville, Memphis, be -Who Controls
Seattle, Portland, Your Life?" Friday
Kansas City, and and Saturday services
Dallas.
will begin at 7 p.m.
He speaks many Sunday worship sertimes each year to vices will be at 10:30
university and church a.m. and at6 p.m.
audiences and has
The public is cordialspoken in Europe, the ly invited to attend this
Middle East, Latin special series, a
America, Africa, and church spokesman
Canada. He has served said.
on the Missouri Council of Criminal Justice

C.E.F. Fund

17.12

Southern States

Basketball
Tickets
Available

Complete Bulk
Fertilizer Service

Program To Feature
Senator, Buckley

Oil Symposium Scheduled

Certified

Wheat In Stock
Hart, Arthur, Coker, and McNair, All

Prentice A. Meador
and currently serves
on several boards of
counseling services. In
1980, he was appointed
as a delegate from the
state of Missouri to the
White House Conference on the Family.
The theme for

Vitavax Treated
Call 75 3-01 82 Bulk Fertilizer

Industrial Rd.

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —

BYRON'S

rf_41

_ever. vv\v...4(
tAeltd

Benylin

Way!
Prepare
Now!

I

Cough Syrup

cough suppressant for the

ctemporary control of cough

411

Quiets Coughing

by its antitusstve baton

AAA A* 4 Oz.

Midol
30's

k

iiivihookimilr

ii6v. ir**ivf'yrri'rAivg'v/YVIirli
Hudson's "Adavite"
1
Free Bonus Tablets
-4<,
Adavite
Adavit-M
100 Plus 30
100 Plus 30 41,
FREE
FREE
4t$359

$399j

$

67

AlA

A,4,A,AA,..6.,A\

. Niewl\IY,Aari\11\MIIV'WA

-4:
Sun Mark
i. Humidifier

Pepto
Bismol

2 Gallon

80z.$1 49 it.
'‘Av•Wahv"A464,A4A,06/

2 Pair

Prolongs the life of red blood
cells and helps the body use
vitamin A and unsaturated fats.
No sugar, no starch, no artificial
color

Get One

11
oils VALUE

fT1

Ally
VIT
VITAMI
'le*vv
NE
vr v400
v"vwI.U.
t'd *Pril 1-

Buy One

Free

100

2F.$599

Aka-AAA,
Sun Mark

•

'ywAiluetr `vviir*AegrAvvi'
VITAMIN C 500 mg.
Essential for formation of body
protein and for building sound
bones, teeth, skin, cartilage and
capillaries Contains no sugar. no
artificial color, no preservatfres

Single Pair

$11288

smart and durable
Medium and wide widths
Mack Of brown

Padecals
Big lSbuppiq Coster
9:00 e.w.-9:00 p.m.
I -6 Sunday

M
em
Sale PrICFK
•
Cipp
.ct
through the Weekend,

Murray
Centre'Shop,* Cinder
9:00 a.m.-9 p.m. May
1-6 Sends),

For$2
"
,,,44,,AA„As
AA

Heating
Pad

vittts

\\\\\\N

Itii.eSOUrCe

rn

Winter Is
On The

Parke-Davis

Non-Narcotic

YOUR CHOICE

Payless

cn

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

THE SAVINGS
s\\\\\Illoilige

/7

1

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 l\r.12th Muf4ay, Ky. Olympic Plaza, 753-2380

LU

'bittotitittV

MEN'S DRESS
S
•Now snail Ife.OMSOCK
. '•

Murray, Ky.

L11

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

3 PairPacit

+5.01

C. Arnold, director of
Community Services
department of the
Kentucky-Tennessee
Conference of Seventhday Adventists, and
Faye Campbell, conference president of
Community Services
Federation. Campbell
said that compared to
the amount received of
adults' clothing the
percentage of infants'
clothing to be
distributed is very
small.
The local members
who attended the
federation meeting in
Memphis were Pastor
and Mrs. Luther A.
May, 2217 Gatesborough Circle,
Florence Houston, Rt.
3, Edith McKinzie, Rt.
,6, and Cromwell
'Hauge, Rt.6.

s

Cape Girardeau

350 N. Kings Hwy.
Dpen 9 a.m.-9 p.m.Daily

Ope",9:00-9:00.
Mon.-Sat. and .k
1:00-6:00
Sundays
Prices Good Them
October 21st

$
4
49

kscriptin
Aspirin With Maalox
100's
'

F
"
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